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Q9 Applicant 0 Owner Name, Firm and Address:
Arthur J . "Bud" Schmidt (City l~anager)
City of Sutherlin Oregon
126 E. Central Ave,
Sutherlin, Ore on 97479
Business phone #(541) 459-2856 ext. 20
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E-mail: b.schmidt@ci.sutherl.in.or.us
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I either own the property described below or I have legal authority to allow access to the property. I authorize the Department to access
the property for the purpose of confirming the information in the report, afterprior notification to the primary contact.
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Date: Special instructions regarding site access:
Pro'ect Name: Sutherlin Festival Graun s
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Tax Lot{s) {100,100,200,400} [300,400]
Waterway:wet1and,sutherlin creek River Mile: 8.2
Cit: Sutherlin. Count: Douglas NWl Quad s): Sutherlin
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Wetland Consultant Name, Firm and Address: Phone # 541. 465 . 4721
Brian !'leier~ng and Susie Holmes Mobile phone # 541. 844.8883
Satre AssocJ.ates p.e. FAX # 541.465.4721
101 East Broad.lay Suite 480 '. b. meiering@satrepc. com
Eugene, OR 97401 E-mail.
The information and conc1usio s on this form and in the attached report are true and correct to the best of my knOWledge.
Consultant Signature:' ;t7? ,') Date: March 30, 2008
Primary Contact for report review and site access is IZJ Consultant 0 Applicant/Owner 0 Authorized Agent
WetlandlWaters Present? IZl Yes 0 No Study Area size: 25.9 Acres Total Wetland Acreage:_lh '.
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o Mitigation bank site 0 Fee ($100) for resubmittal of rejected report
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DSL Project # ' _
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Department of the Army
Corps ofEngineers, Portland District
Eugene Field Office
1600 Executive Parkway, Suite 210
Eugene,OregoI197401-2156
Re: City ofSutherlin
Arthur J Sclmlidt
126 East Central Ave.
SudlerJin, OR 97479
Wetland Delineation: Festival Grounds
Dear ODSL and ACOE personnel:
State of Oregon Departlnent of State Lands
775 Summer Street, Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301-1279
Enclosed please tind a Prelimiumy Wetland Delineation for Sutherlin Festival Grounds. The
following materials are included for your review and development plans are anticipated to be
submitted witllin a JPA in the future:
Item: I I
Bound herein: Pages Copies
Wetland Delineation Text 6 1
Appendix A: Figures 1-5, Sheets 6a-6d Many 1
Appendix B: Data Forms Manv 1
Appendix C: Ground Level Color Photos Manv 1
Appendix D: .. Hydrology, Climate and Weather Data Many 1
Appendix E: Literature Cited 2 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Total
To dariJy some of the content:
1. This Wetland Dclincation has becn compiled using the revised wetland delineation fonnat mandated by
DSL.
As the applicant's designated contact, Satre Associates is available to answer any questions you may have or
provide additional materials if needed. \Ve thank you iu advance for your review and consideration ofthese
application materials.
Sincerely,
B,',al( 1~(e-"lirJ'
Planners, Landscape Architects, and Environmental Specialists
A) Landscape Setting and Land Use (previous and current) OAR141-090-0035 (7)(a)
The Sutherlin Park Festival Grounds are located within the City of Sutherlin
between South State St. west of the site and Southeast Waite Ave east of the site.
Sutherlin Creek lUns tiu'ough a ditch comprising the north boundary of tile site and the
south boundaty is comprised of a gravel road (and perimeter ditch) which at one time was
a railtoad line used by the mining industry and Weyerhaeuser Company. The site is
sUlTounded by low, medium, and high residential, light industrial, and conuuercialland
uses. There is also U1ldeveloped land to tile southeast that is zoned for low density
residential. The site is cUlTently zoned and used as public open space and conservation
land. The site is also host to local gatherings each yeatconsisting of a Stampede Rodeo
and Timber Parade Destination and tile City's alU1Ual BlackbelTY Festival. Previous land
use activities at this site have consisted of an old railroad line lUnning beneath the gravel
road abutting the southem edge of the site, and mine tailings were once deposited beneath
the existing capped road bed.
B) Site Alterations OAR141-090-0035 (7)(c)
Alterations have included historic fill (pre 1970's), historic channel alterations
(1850s-1960's4), danillllng of Sutherlin creek in the late 1960's-early 1970s4, and dirt
road building in various places throughout the site (South of Sutherlin creek, and just east
ofwestern perimeter ditch). According to historic aerial photos the site appeared to be
used for agricultural Plu1)oses (1939-1960's).
According to local accounts2 and local watershed assessments4 drain tiles were
installed in the area for local orchards and fields during tile late 1890's. Many of tilese
tiles are assUlued to have been damaged to date, although the soccer field and some areas
sUlTounding the rodeo may still contain intact drain tiles. The extent and location of tiles
is not Imovvn.
A road rumling east-west along the Sutherlin Creek Canal appearsJ6 to have been
constructed around tile same time as tile Sutherlin creek widening, likely during the
60's4, J6, It appears to consist primarily of sidecast from the creek widening and a light
gravel surface. Other fill was deposited in the eastern area of tile site (where the current
Ash woodland exists) and may have been related to pre 1970's orchards described in
local watershed assessments4• TIlisfill also has a small road which COlmects the old rail
line to the south to the Sutherlin creek levee to tile north.
The historic railroad line numing the southern edge of the site seemed to have
been created in the late 1800s in association 'with the anival of the O&C Railroad4and
subsequently abandoned/convelted to a roadbed sometime prior to 1982. At one point,
the roadbed was capped to reduce metal tailing contamination.
The soccer field in the westem p01uon of the park was built before 19852,l6likely
using fill deposited there decades before. The propelty waspurcbased by the City of
Sutilerlin in 1988 or 19892, Ditches along the soutilem boundary of the site were likely
established fOTInally when the housing developments went in along the westem half of
the site in the mid to late 1990's, although localaccOlmts relate the ditches to historic
conditions decades ag02,J6. The rodeo arena and bleachers were installed sometime after
1994, according to aerial photosl6.
During the field investigation, several areas throughout the site seemed to be
subject to vehicular use as indicated by muddy 1"utted areas. When these areas were
evident -within and arolUld sample plots, evidence was documented on appropliatedata
sheets (See Appendix B).
C) Precipitation Data and Analysis OAR141-090-0035 (7)(i)
The average a1l1lual precipitation for Roseburg, Oregon (the closest weather data
station) is between 29.07 and 37.14 inches 7,13 .Field investigations were done on March
20 and 21, 2007 and on May 2,8, 10,2007. Cumulative precipitation for the two weeks
prior to the initial survey date (March 20 and 21) was 0.97 inches, -with no precipitation
occurring on these investigative field days. C1ll11ulative precipitation for the tv,ro weeks
prior to the May survey dates (2, 8,and 10) was 0.87, 1.37, and 1.37 inches, respectively.
Field days had 0.14 inches of precipitation on May 2 and were dry on May 8th and 10th 7.
Percent ofnonnal rainfall year to date was 89.6% by March land 78% by May 1.
Monthly percent of normal precipitation for each of the three months preceding the field
investigations were Dec 110%, Jan 56.4%, Feb 77.5%, Mar 45.0%, Apr 62.0%, and May
34.2% (percent is per individual month, not a lUIming total).
Subsequent field investigations dates to monitor soil hydrology include Febmary
20, Febmary 26 and March 04. Cumulative precipitation for the two weeks prior to the
first survey date (Febmary 20) was 0.2 inches, \vith no precipitation occUlTing on tlns
investigative field day. Precipitation ol1February 26 and March 04 were 0 inches and
0.02 inches, respectively. A mnlling average ofnorinal \vater year .rainfall year to date
was 105.8% by February 1 and 91.1% by March 1. Monthly percent of normal
precipitation for each ofthe four months preceding the field investigations were Oct
124.2%, Nov 67.5%, Dec 93.1%, Jan 105.8% and Feb 33.7% (In tIlls case, percent is per
individual month, not a running total). Please note that there is a WETS station in
Sutherlin but there is no longer a weather station in Sutherlin.. The WETS table for
Sutherlin was used against weather station recordings from Roseburg station cxus56 kmfi..
051000cf6rbg. Please also note that the Sutllerlill \\lETS table doesn't include growing
dates. Growing dates were talcen from the Roseburg WETS table as it is the nearest and
1110st appropriate second choice.
D) Methods (site-specific methods for field investigation, determining wetland boundaries
and geographic extent of other waters) OAR141-090-0030, OAR141-090-0035 (7)(d-e), (g-I1),
(16)(a-b), (f), (d) or (g), (17), & (19-20)
Permission was granted by The City of Sutherlin to conduct an on-site
investigation of the approximately 25.9 acre study area. The field investigation was
conducted in accordance with methodology specified in the Corps Manuat12. The study
area was initially walked to gain familiarity with existing site conditions.
Sanlpling Points were established at locations that ''''ould best characterize the
local conditions behveen upland and wetland areas (See Appendix A, Sheets 6A-6D:
Wetland Delineation Maps). At each Sample Point, observations and notes were made
regarding vegetative cover, visible hydrology or other indicators of wetland hydrology,
and soil characteristics. Visual observations were used to estimate percent vegetative·
cover for each plant species observed within a 5 foot radius for herbaceous cover and a
30 foot radius for trees and shrubs/saplings. Plots were sized based on local topography
and were shaped to meet one condition of particular interest. Data sheets contain specific
plot shape information if different from the standard plot type described above. Soil pits
were dug to an average depth of 16 inches to observe and describe the soil type, to
observe subsurface hydrologic conditions, and to COnfil111 or refute the assigned soil type
described in the Soil Survey for Douglas County. Additional observations were made on
soil texture, moisture content, and hydric indicators. Examination of aerial photographs
and on-site observations were collectively considered when detel1uining the current site
hydrology. Photo documentation was conducted to add qualitative infonnation regarding
the site and context to this repOlt (See Appendix C: GrOlmd Level Color Photographs).
The maj ority ofplots onsite were considered atypical due to disturbance. Data
sheets contain this information anddescribe what characteristics ofwetlands and 11on-
wetlands were used. In the case of the soccer field within the western portion of the
study area, an atypical approach was taken to determine whether wetlands were present.
After review of past aerial photographs it was determined that this area was filled well
before 1972. This led the investigator to not attempt to discenl the soil profile below 16
inches from the CUlTent profile. Instead, current conditions were judged as the nOlm and
indicators were used as appropriate to judge whether areas ,,,,-'ere upland or wetland. In
this case, indicators of hydl'Ology were the primary factor when making detenninations.
The boundary of WL9 was determined using ordinary high water indicators which
were readily obvious. An attempt was made to detennine the hue ordinary high water
versus an atypical flood event. Very old rack-lines were evident along the levee of
Sutllerlil1 creek and appear to be tlle product of one or few major flood events. Normal
water line deposits containing racks of wood debris were apparent at varying levels along
the levee, and the highest of these rack lines with recent deposits was used to determine
the boundary. Seasonal drawdown along Sutherlin creek has created an average of 9 feet
ofwetlatlds on each side oftbe creek for tlle majority of its length through the site. These
wetlands are completely contained within the ordinary high water line as delineated.
hutial fieldwork was conducted by Brian Meiering and Susie Holmes (Satre
Associates, P C) and all field observations were recorded on data sheets (See Appendix
B: Data Forms). Field investigations were done initially on21 March 2007 and May
2nd, 8th and 10th of2007 and subsequently on February 20th, 26th and March 4th of2008 to
confirm or refute hydrology. Hydrology 1l10lutoring was thought to be necessary due to
the atypical complexity ofportions ofthe site containing difficult soils and vegetation.
Several dozen soil pits were dug and evaluated at least one time. Necessmy plots were
chosen based on field conditions and the suitability of previously collected data. All.
points were mapped using a baseline set ofpoints surveyed in during the original wetland
survey. A consistent distance and azimuth were used to field locate plots fro111 surveyed
points to within 1 meter. Tlus data was used to confinll, refute and adjust the primary
data synthesized in 2007. Please see Appendix D: 2008 Hydrology Data and 2008
Hydrology MOlutoring Map.
E) Description of All Wetlands and Other Non-Wetland Waters (their characteristics
and boundaries, e.g. whether they extend offsite) OAR141-090-0035 (2), (7)(b), & (17)
The study area contains nine discernable features with varying degrees of
cOID1ectivity to each other. These features are mapped and described as \VLl through
WL9.
WL1: 0.005 acre pocketwetland within the western portion ojthe site among historic jill.
111is wetland is classijied as a palustl'ine emergent seasonallyflooded/saturatedftature
(PKME). Thisjeatul'e 1I10l'e thal1 likely drains south into WL3 beneath fill 01' evaporates in the
eal'lypal't ofthe growing season. The boundaries ojWLI 'were determined primarily based on
vegetation and dil'ect obse71'ations ofhydrology.
WL2: 0.040 acre pocket wetland within the western portion ofthe site among historic.fill.
111is wetland is classified as a palustrine emergent seasonallYfloor;led/satul'atedfeature
(PEJ..;JE). Thisfeature more than likely drains south intoWL3 beneathfill 01' evaporates in the
early part ofthe growingseason. The bOlmdaries ofWL2 were determined based on current
vegetation, and current hydric soil indicators and direct observations ofhydrology.
WL3: 0.055 aCl'e linem' wetlmld within the westei'11 portion ofthe site adjacent historic fill and
a housing developmentto the south. This wetland is classified as a palustrine emergent
seasonallyfloodedisatul'Cltedfeature (PElvIE). It drains to a stmldingpipe and into Sutherlin
creekjust east ofthejootbridge. It isn't accessible to fish. The boundal'ies ofWL3 were
determinedprimal'ily based on cUlnnt vegetation and cUl'rent indicatOl's ojhydrology, and are
hydl'ologically contiguous with WL4.
WL4: 8.115 acre ftatul'e dominating the east centralportion ofthe site and directly connected
to WL5, WL3 and WL7. 171is lvetlandis classified as a palustrine emergent seasonally
floodedlsatul'atedfeature (PEME). WL4 is contiguous with WL5. Thel'e is no apparent
connectivity ojWL4 with Sutherlin creek with the possible exception ofthe water table. It is not
accessible to fish as WL7.111e boundaries ojWL4 were basedprimarily on hydrology and
mapping hydric soils. Vegetation within this wetland was problematic due to the species which
were present Topographical variations due to jililacijacent development were also used to map
the bowulalJI.
WL5: 0.973 acre feature dominating the east portion ofthe site and directly cOnnected to WL4
(And is indirectly connected with WL 7 viaWL4). This wetland is classified as a palustrine
forested seasonally jloodedlsatul'CItedfeature (PFOE). Tif1L4 is contiguous "tl'ith WL5. There is
no apparent connectivity ojWL4 with Sutherlin creek with the possible exception ofthe water
table. It is not accessible to fish. The boundaries oj IYL5 were based 011 all three paraineters oj
soils, hydrology, and vegetation as well as obvious topographical details due to historic fill.
WL6: 0.387 acre lineal' wetland within the southern pm'lion o/the site adjacent to the old rail
line to the north and a housing development to the south. This wetland is classified as a
riverine intermittent unconsolidated bottom seasonally floodedlsaturatedjeatl/re (R4UB6E). It
drains west along the rail line and is directly connected in part to off-site wetlands to the south
(east ofthe housing development). The wetland eventually drains west through a ctt!vert along
the western bou/'Idmy ojthe site and is assumed to drain to Sutherlin creek approximately one
quarter (114) mile to the west. It isn't accessible to fish unless Sutherlin creekjlooded
extensively.
WL7: 0.077 acre linear wetland within the southern portion ofthe site adjacent Waite avenue
to the east. This wetland is classified as a riverine intermittent unconsolidated bottom
seasonallyjlooded/saturatedfeatw'e (R2VB6E). It drains to Sutherlin creek. It isn't accessible
to fish unless Sutherlin creekjlooded extensively,
WL8: 0.385 aCI'e linear wetland within the southern portion ofthe site adjacent the old rail
line to the south and a housing development to the north. This wetland is classified as a
riverine inte17nittent wlconsolidated bottom seasonallyjlooded/saturatedfeature{R2UB6E}.
The wetland eventually drains 'west through a culvert along the weste1'11bozmdmy ofthe site
and is assumed to drain to Sutherlin creek approximately a quarter mile west. A Vel)1 small
segment ofpalustrine emergent seasonallyflooded/saturated has been included within this
wetland, WL8 isn't accessible to fish unless Sutherlin creekjloodedextensively.
WL9: 1.808 acre linear 'wetlm7dwithin northe1'11 portion ofthe site. 117is 'wetland is classified
as a riverine permanent unconsolidated bottom semi-permanentlyfloodedfeature (R2UB3F).
The wetland eventually drains west along the northern boundClly ofthe site. A portion ofthis
wetland as delineated includes the area between the wetland and the ordinm)1 high water line.
The ordinCl7y high water contains wetlands in their entirety along the delineated reach.
Topography was lIsed extensively to delineate thisfeatw'e due to its engineered nature.
Upstream wetlands and ordinGl)1 high water were mapped using pairedplots and drift lines
indicative ofordinal)1 high water. Oi'dinGl)' high water was also collected at points
downs17'eam. After these points were szwveyed, the creek was delineated in between points
based on elevation along both sides ofthe creek. Fish have been documented as Zlsing
Sutherlin creek including records ofcoho salmon and winter steelheacf.
F) Deviation from,LWI or NWI (if any, wetland determination data or explanation
reqUired.) OAR141-090-0035 (16)(e)
Findings are nearly consistent ,¥ith the Sutherlin Local Wetlands Inventory data.
Exceptions include some upland areas around the rodeo arena, the filled eastern edge of
the study area near the ash woodland, and some subtle lowland concavities within old fill
011 soccer field. These areas were confinned by presence or absence ofhydrophytic
vegetation and, more impOltantly, by hydric soil characteristics and direct observations of
hydrology.
G) Mapping Method (including mapping precision estimate) OAR141-090-0035 (7)(f), (11),
(12), (13), (18), & (22)
Wetland bOlmdm1es were detennined using the field investigation methods described
above (See Section D: Methods), hydrology data, topography and spot elevation data.
Plot locations and boundaries were marked with flagging for.surveyor. Waters of the state
and U. S. were delineated by obtaining ordinary high watermark locations and widths
along the observed ditches and canals and flags V'lere placed accordingly to infon'll the
surveyor. The survey was performed by registered professional land surveyors, The Dyer
Partnership Inc., in June 2007. Precision is estimated at 0.1 foot accuracy for all points
and plus or minus 5 feet for boundaries. Digital survey data was managed by Satre
Associates using AutoCAD software. The maps produced are at an approximate scale of
1": 100' (See Appendix A, Sheets 6A-6D).
H) Additional Information (Le., if needed to establish state jurisdiction) OAR141-085-0015
(1-7), OAR141-090~0030 (2), OAR141-090-0D35 (6)(c), (16)(c), & (21) .
Sutherlin creek is accessible to fish, including at least winter steelhead and cohosalmon9.
All other wetlands onsite are 110t considered accessible to fish except in very high water
due to their outfalls into Sutherlin creek. Outfalls typically are five or more feet up the
side of the south bank of the Sutherlin creek levee.
I) Results and Conclusions OAR141-090-0035 (7)(j)
The field study examined the entire Study Area and the'presence or absence of wetland
indicators and wetland features within the Study Area were documented. The field study
identified three (palustrine emergent, palustrine forested, riverine) types ofwetlands and
a series ofjurisdictional waters of the state and U. S ,¥ithin the study area. All sample
points and jurisdictional waters· are mapped in Sheets 6A-6D.
The field study docillnented 8.215 acres of Palustrine Emergent Seasonally
Flooded/Saturated (PEJ\1E) wetland. 0.973 acres ofPalustrine Forested Seasonally
Flooded/Saturated (PFOE) wetland, and 2.657 acres of various Riverine (R2UB3F,
R4UB6E) and jmisdictional waters ofthe State and U. S.
J) Disclaimer OAR141-090-0035 (7)(k)
This report offindings includes observations ofthe project team, relevant iriformation
supplied by the client,relevant information supplied by other sources, and documents the
bestprofessionaljudgmentofthe investigator. This report should be considered a
Preliminary Jurisdictional Determination and used at your own risk until it has been
reviewed and approved in writing by the Oregon Division o.fState Lands in accordance
with OAR 141-090-0005 through 141-090-0055.
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Soil Map-Douglas County Area, Oregon
(Sutherlin Festival Grounds)
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Douglas County Soils Map
Soil Map-Douglas County Area, Oregon
(Sutherlin Festival Grounds)
MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)
Solis
Soil Map Units
Special Point Features
~J Blowout
lEI Borrow Pit
*
Clay Spot
.. Closed Depression
;;.: Gravel Pit
,. Gravelly Spot
@ Landfill
A. Lava Flow
,ili.. Marsh
~ Mine or Quarry
@ Miscellaneous Water
@ Perennial Water
v Rock Outcrop
+ Saline Spot
..
Sandy Spot
-
Severely Eroded Spot
~ Slnllhole
j) Slide or Slip
fJ SodicSpot
-
Spoil Area
~ Stony Spot
. OJ Very Stony Spot
'f Wet Spot
.... Other
Special Line Features
~._ Gully
• • • Short Steep Slope
.... " Other
Water Features
Oceans
. Transportation
+t+ Rails
Original soil survey map sheets were prepared at pUblication scale.
Viewing scale and printing scale, however, may vary from the
origin~l. Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for proper
map measurements.
Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: hUp:/Iwebsoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 10N
This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed beloW.
Soil Survey Area: Douglas County Area, Oregon
Survey Area Data: Version 7, Dec 22,2006
Date(s) aerial images were photographed: 5f711994
The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor shifting
of map unit boundaries may be evident.
USDA
~ Natural ResourcesConservation Service
Web Soli Survey 2.0
National Cooperative Soil Survey
1112912007
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Soil Map-Douglas County Area, Oregon
Map Unit ~egendJ
Sutherlin Festival Grounds
Douglas County Area, Oregon (OR649)
Map Unit Symbol Map UnitName I AcresinAOI Percent of AOI
44A Conser silty clay loam, 0 to 3 I 153.71 91.2%percent slopes
215E Rosehaven loam, 121030 I 0.2 0.1%percent slopes
2248 Sibold fine sandy loam, 0 to 5 I 4.0 2.4%percent slopes
235C ISutherlin silt loam, 3 to 12 I 10.5 6.3%percent slopes
USDA
~
ITotals for Area of Interest (AOl)
Natural Resources
Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey 2.0
National Cooperative Soil Survey
168.41 100.0% I
11/29/2007
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1943 Aerial Photograph
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Source: U otO Map Libra
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Figure 5c
1950 Aerial Photograph
Sutherlin Festival Grounds
Source: U of a Map Libra
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1960Aerial Photograph
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Source: U of 0 Map libra
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Figure 5f
1967 Aerial Photograph
Sutherlin Festival Grounds
Source: U of 0 Map Libra
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1979 Aerial Photograph
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Figure 5i
1983 Aerial Photograph
Sutherlin Festival Grounds
Source: U of 0 Map Libra
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1985 Aerial Photograph
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Source: U of 0 Map Libra
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1989 Aerial Photograph
Sutherlin Festival Grounds
'Source: U of 0 Map Libra
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1994 Aerial Photograph
Sutherlin Festival Grounds
Source: U of 0 MapUbra
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Figure 5m
2001 Aerial Photograph
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2004Aerial Photograph
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HYDROLOGY MONITORING PLOT:
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THE FOLLOWING LABELS 8< SYMBOLS WERE ADDED TO THIS ORAVANG SET .TO
CLARIFY THE LOCAUTlES OF ON SITE WE1LANOS:
~p~
LOCATED IN SEt-nONS Ie.. 17.30'" 21. TOWNSHIP 2S SOUTll, IlANOE5
WE~". W.M.• DOUGLAS COUNTY. OREGON
VF;UTICt\L OATUl\l
1988 NAVO. BENCH MARKUSllD IS NOS ST,I:fIONX 7390'\1) I'C074(').
RECORD E1.EVATION m 544.58I'El!r.
DENCII MARK IS LOCATED IIY IIR TRACKS A·f(,TIU,STATESTREIn·INTEllSllCTION.
HORIZONT'AL Mm VlillTICAL CONTIlOL WEllE ESTABLlSHI1D USINGTltlMBLE lie. GI'S EQUIPMENT USING RTK
MUTT-IOD HOI.DINO ABOVE 1I01llZONTAL AND VERTICo\!. CONTIlOL POINTS.
EQllII'MENf USICll
01'5 'f1l1MBLE lie. wrn I OLNSS
LEiCATClulOTOTAI. STATION
SURVEY SOmVAIlU: 1'111MilLE GEOMATICS AND LlSCAD
N,\Itl\ATIVE
TIlU l'UIll'OSU OF nils SURVUY IS TO TIEOUTWETLAND FEATURES FOR USE BYTHE CITY OF SUnlERLIN ,\NO s,mlll
ASSOCIATES. WETLAND FLAGS WURU ES1'ABLISHED BY SATRE ASSOCIATES. •
TI·IIS srm INVOLVES 11·1£ FAIllGROUNDS ARl!A.
NO I'ROI'ERTV CORNERS WEllE SET DURING 1111S SURVEY.
1I0IUZONTA1" CONl1l0L
HOIllZ0NTAL CONTROL UTI LlZES NAD 831gB OREGON STATllI'LANI;· soum. CONTROL IS II,\SUO ON NOS STATION
UMPQUA NE OASE(I'IO I'Cl(22).
VALUES PER NOS FOR 11115 STATION ARE AS FOLLOWS:
LATITUDE:: 4323 45.11·154 (N) LONGITUDE: 12319 S3.91ll29 (\V).
MONUMENT IS LOCATED JUST WEST OF COMSTOCK1I0AD AND AI'I'ROX. O.('MILES NOlml OF Cml1\AL AVENUE.
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EAST SECTION - SITE MAP
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORl\Il-Full Method
File#.QMg
Del. by: Brian Meierino! Susie Holmes
Plot#SP1
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin
ProjecIIContact5utherlin Parks! Satre Associates. P:C.
Plant Community: Dislurbed! Compacted RoadsideDitch
Plot location: Just east of S State 51. north of dirt road in ditch
RecentWeather: Mean temp -44 deorees partly cloudy, 1.05" month to dale oercipitalion
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y (gj N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation (gj Soil (gj Hydrology (gj been significantiy disturbed?
Explain: Plot is located within a roadside, man-made ditch with comoacted soils and diverted hydrolooy. Site is altered by adfacent develooment and oreviolls 'fiil
ectivities. Roadside buill weil before 1972.
===============================================================================================================================
VEGETATION
Stalus! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
Saolino!Shrub Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
Status! Raw %Cover! Rei % Cover
FAC- 30 27
FAC 25 23
FACU 20 18
NOL 20 18
NOL 15 14
11. _
1, Festuca arundinacea*
2. Holcus lanatus'
3. Hyoochaeris radlcata'
4. Daucus carota"
5. Centaurea pratensis6. _
7. _
8. _
Herb Stratum
Status! Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FACU- 40 100
Tree Stratum
1. RUbus armeniacus'2. _
3. _
4. _
5. _
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OBL, FACW,FAC {nol FAC-):.6Q%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indlcators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO igj Comments: Vegetation not used in determination (due to atypical nature of ditch)
===============-=============================-=----=-== ===--------==-==----==- ==================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44 A Conser Silty Clay Loam Drainage Class; Poorly Drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y (gj N 0 Has hydric Inclusions? yON D.
Deplh Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsize!contrasllcolorllocalion (matrix or pores/peds)
. Texture
5yr 5/2-3 7.5yr 6/8 @ 5" CIMID! Matrix SCLwlftii
Refusal at 5"
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Hislic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Condilions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
(gj Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlln 3"; > 2mm)
o High .organic content in surface Qn Sandy Soils)
o Orgaliicstreaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indica\or (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES igj NO 0 Comments: Soils in Ihls area are fairly red at times due to hisloric red tailings. althouoh mOllling was obvious.
====================================================--=========================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
(gj Recorded Data Available (gj Aertal Pholos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturalion: None Depth 10 free water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Salurated In upper 12 Inches
o Water Marks
(gj Drift Lines
(gj Sediment Deposits
IW Drainage Patlerns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Rool Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
DOther: __
Criteria Met? YES igj NO 0 Comments: Perimeter ditch has obliious·hioh water marks.
==========================~========================================= ===--===================================--============
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES {g] NO 0 Comments: Hydrology eVident to driftlines as ordinary high water; Atvoical excavated ditch is well
defined by elevation gradient. This plot very weedy. Hydrology evidence is strong and the normal circumstance points to wetland
characteristics throughout the extent of the ditch,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
File # 0349
Del, by.: Brian Mejering/ Susie Holmes
Plot#SP2
County: Douolas City: Sutherlin
ProjecVContactSutherlin Parks! Salre Associates, P,C,
Plant Community: Disturbed/ Compacted Roadside
Plotl.ocation: Just south/uoland of SPI
Recent Wealher: Mean lemp -44deorees partly cloudy 1,05" mohth 10 datepercioitation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y fg] N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation 181 Soil fg] Hydrology fg] .been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Plot is located along the shoulder of a roadside. jusl above a man-made ditch with comoacted soils and diverted hydrology, site is altered by adiacent
develoomenL ahd orevlous fill activities, Rail line buill well before 1972,
===============================================================================================================================
VEGETATION
Saollng/Shrub Stralum
Status/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover1. ~ _
2. _
3. _
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
NOl 60 57
FAC- 25 24
FACU 6 6
NOl 5 5
NOL 5 5
NOL 5 5
1. Avena cr, fatua'
2, Festuca arundinacea •
3, Hvoochaeris radicata
4. Daucuscarola
5, Ceritaurea oratensis
6. Viela sativa var, sativa
Herb Siratum
11. ~ _
Stalus/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACU· t t
FACW t t
1.Rubus armeniacus'
2. Rosa d. eolanteria'
3. _
4. _
5. _
Tree Stratum
Percent of Dominant Species lhat are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC·): 20%
Other Hydrophyllc Vegetation Indicators: None
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO IgJ Comments: Roadbed
===========================~-===;==========================================================-======-===-- -===================
SOILS
Map Unll Name: Conser silly clav loam Drainage Class: Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y I8l N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
------------- ------------~_.
Depth Range Matrix Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
of Horizon Color ' abund./sizelcontrasVcolorllocalion (malrix or pores/peds)
Texlure
Refusal Gravel
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Eplpedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gteyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features WithIn 10" (e.g.. concenlrations)
o ConcrelionslNodules (1II1In 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in sur/ace (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic slrealling (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydrlc Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soli criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supptemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field Indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO IgJ Commenls: Atypical, road bed is capDed wllh gravel from old rail line.
===================================--==========================--====================~===========--===================~========
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
I8l Recorded Dala Available I8l Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o OIher o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Dala
o FAC-Neutral Test
OOther: __
Field Data
Depth of inundation: Q
Primary Hydrology indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in Upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patlerns
Depth to Saturation: None Deplh to free water: None
Criteria Met? YES 0 NOIgJ Comments:
====================================~==================c ================================================-~============
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO /g} Comments: Plot taken to describe capped roadway bisecting perimeter ditch.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
CountY: Q.QJm!.el! City: Sutherlin Date: Z1/March/2007
ProjecVContaC1:Sulherlin Parksl Satre Associates, P,C.
Plant CommunitY: Disturbed/ Compacted Roadside Dllch
Plot location: Just west of firsthouse on the south side of central street with culdesac. within central ditch
R"cent Weather: Mean tema -44 dearees Darllv cloudy. 1.05 " month to date percipitalion
00 normal environ. conditions exist? Y lEI NO IfNo, explain: __
Has Vegetation 0 Soil 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: __
File #- 0349
Det by: Brian Meiering/ SUsie Holmes
Pldt#-SP3
==================================-- --- ===~===~==: -- =======--============================================================
VEGETATION
53
22
7
4
4
4
t
t
SO
25
8
5
5
5
t
t
FAC-
FACW
OBl
UPl
UPl
FAC
UPl
FACU
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
11. _
Herb Stratum
1. Festuca arundinacea'
2. Juncus patens'
3. Mentha pulegium
4. Daucus carota
5. Centaurea pratensis
6. Di[)sacus fullonum sso sylvestris
7. Geranium dissectum
8. Taraxicum officianale9. _
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACU+ 15 100
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACU+ 25 50
FACW 20 40
UPl 5 10
Saplina/Shrub Stratum
1. Cratageus monogyna'
2. Fraxinuslalifolia'
3. Malus cf X domeslica
1. Cratageus monogyna'
2. _-'- _
3. _
4. ~ _
5. _
Tree Stratum
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW.FAC (not FAC-):~%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators: see non·dominants within herb stratum list. NOt. species occurred around the periphery otplot and weren't1ndicative of
plot center 50 were therefore omitted from the 50/20
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO 0 Comments: Festuca arundinaceae AND Crataegus monogyna (oosslble hybridl problematic. Veg would have passed without it
Crataegus cover shouldn'tbe equally weighted because it was truly not dominant.
=======--================--==========================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: Poorly Drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y lEI N 0
TextureMatrix
Color
Depth Range
ClfHorizon
Has hydric Inclusions? YON 0
----_._----------- ---_._--'-----------
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund./size/contrasVcolor/localion (matrix or pores/peds)
0- 1S" 10yr 3/2-1 5yr S/8 C/F/D @ 9" SCl
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o HisticEpipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
lEI Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentralfons)
o Concretions/Nodules (wnn 3"; > 2mlll)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Salls)
o Organic streal<ing (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Solis)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric 5011 criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duralion)
o Supplemental indicator (e;g., NRCS fietd indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO 0 Comments: Mottling beoins within 3"
==========================================================================================:=;=================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
lEI Recorded Data Available !ill Aerial Pholos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more reqUired):
o OXidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained leaves
Glocel Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
DOIher: __
Field Data
Depth of inundation: Q
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturaled in upper 12 inches
o WaterMarks
o DrittLines
o Sediment Deposits
!ill Drainage Patterns
Depth to Saluration: !!: Depth to free water: 9.5"
Criteria Met:? YES Ig] NO 0 Comments: Hydrolooy provided by perimeter ditch.
=====--==========--====================================================================================--=======================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments: Although vegetation is somewhat problematic, hydrology + soils are strongly suggestive
of wetland characteristics
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
File # 0349
Del. by: Brian Meierinol Susie Holmes
Plot#SP4
Dale: 61iMarch/2007County: Douglas City: Sutherlin
ProjecVConlacl: Sutherlin Parksl Salre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community:Disturbedl Comoacted Roadside
Plot location: Just soulh/upland·of SP3
Recent Weather. Mean lemo -44 deorees partly cloudy. 1.05" month ID date percipllalion
Do normal environ. conditions exist?Y~N 0 UNo, explain: __
Has Vegetation ~ Soli ~ Hydrology~ been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Plot is IDcated along Ihe shoulder of a roadside. jusl abDve a ditch with comoacted soils and diverted hvdrology, sile is altered by and previDus fill
activities. Rail line built well before 1972.
=============================================================================~================================~==========
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FAC- 80 76
FAC 5 5
FACU 5 5
NOL 5 5
NOL 5 5
FAC 5 5
FACU+ I t
NOL I t
FAC+ I t
FACU+ I t
Statusl Raw % CDverl Rei % Cover1. _
2. _
3. _
SaplinD/Shrub Siratum
Statusl Raw % Coverl Ret % Cover1. _
2. _
3. _
1. Festuca arundinacea*
2. Holcus lanatus*
3. Hypochaeris radicata'
4. Daucus carota'
5. Cenlaurea pratensis'
6. Dipsacus fDllonum sso sylveslris'
7. Trifolium repens
B. Viela saliva var. saliva
9. Rumex crispus
10. Rumex acetosella11. _
Percent of Dominant Species thai are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): ~%
Other Hydrophylic VegetatiDn Indicalors:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO ~ Comments: Community is disturbedFAC dominant'
=====================-- --~===~=== -======================================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: Conser silly clay toam
On Hydric Solis Usl? Y ~ N 0 Has hydric inclusiDns? yON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Malrix
Cotor
Redox Concentrations' Redox DepletiDns'
• abund.lsize/contrasVcolor/location (matrix or pores/peds)
Texlure
Refusal@O"
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Hlstic Eplpedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tesls positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o RedDxfealures within 10' (e.g., concenlrations)
o CDncrelions/l~odules (wnn 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy SDlls)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Solis List (and soli profile malches)
o Meets hydric soli criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplementat indicator (e.g., NRCS fietd indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO Ig) Commenls: Atypical- Gravel roadbed edge
===~-==========================--=====--======================================================--=========================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
~ Recorded Data Available 181 Aerial Photos o Siream gauge o Other o No Recorded Dala Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
DOther. __
Field Data
Depth of Inundation: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Palterns
Depth to Saluration: None Deplh 10 free waler: None
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO tgj Comments: Same as soil cDmmenlary
=============================================================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO ~ Comments: Gravel roadbed edge. Hasn't been recently disturbed. (Plot taken to describe rail line
edge.)
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORI\II-FuII Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin
ProjecVContact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates P.C.
Plant Community: Ash Woodland
Plot location: Plot is along western side of easlern ash woodland area
Recent Weather: Mean temo -44 degrees partly cloudy. 1.05" month to date percloilation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y lEI N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation 0 Soil 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: __
File # 0349
Del. by: Brian Melerinal Susie Holmes
Plot#SP5
=================--==========================================~===================--==:===========================================
VEGETATION
Saplina/Shrub Stratum
20
20
15
15
15
10
5
I
I
I
t
20
20
15
15
15
10
5
t
t
t
t
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
OBL
FACW
UPL
FACW
FACW
NOL
OBL
NOL
NOL
FAC
OBL
Herb Stralum
1. Carex densa'
2. Juncus patens'
3. Lalhyrus aphaca'
4. Fraxinus latifolia'
5. Camassla cf. ouamash'
6. Lathyrus sylvestris
7.. Mentha oulegium
8. Sanicula crasslcaulis
9. paucus carota
10. Cardamine olioosperma
11. C. oendulinora
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACW 90 100
Slatusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACU+ 50 1001. Crataaeus monagyna'
2.~--------------------3._· _
4. _
5. --' _
Tree Stratum
1. Fraxinus laUfolia'2. ~ _
3. _
Percenlof Dominant Soecies Ihat are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): J'lQ.%
Olher Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicalors: see list of non-dominants under herb stratum
Criteria Met? YES t2:1 NO 0 Comments: Also passes FAC-Neutral tesl
============-~========================================================--======= ===============--==============================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: Poorly drained
On Hydrtc Solis List? Y lEI N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abundJsizeicontrasVcolorllocalion (matrix or pores/peds)
Deplh Range Matrix
of Horizon Color
0-8" 2.5yr4/1
8 -16" 5yr 3/1
16-20 10yr6/1
7.5yr6/8
7.5 yr 6/8 10yr 611
Texture
SCL
SC
C
Hydric Soil IndIcators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (Iests positive)
IEJ Gleyed or 10\'1 chroma colors
lEI Redox features wilhin 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o ConcretionslNodules (w/in 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic contentln surface (in ~andy Soils)
o Organic streaking (In Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Solis)
o Listed on Hydric Solis List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soli criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCSfield Indicalor):__
Criteria Met? YES t2:1 NO 0 Commenls: __
===============================--=======================================--=================================~===============
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
I8l Recorded Data Available lEI Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Olher o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: 9. Depth to Saturation: T:. Depth to free waler: §:
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
lEI Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o DriltLines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o OXidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained l.eaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
IRI FAC-Neulral Test
OOlher: __
Criteria Met? YES t2:1 NO 0 Comments:
=============================================================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES t2:1 NO 0 Comments: This was one of the least disturbed of the plots. Plot taken to describe least altered
condition within eastern ash stand. Established a baseline to judge historic fill that occurred to the east (pre-70's) and to
differentiate the disturbed western field
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douolas City: Sutherlin Date: .lllM.1lliJ!J!2007
Project/Contact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: Wet Meadow
Plot location: Plot Is just west of ash woodland area in open, inundated meadow
Recent Weather: Mean temp -44 deorees oarily cloudy. 1.05" month to date percipHation
Do normal environ, condilionsexist? Y I2?l N 0 If No, explaln:__
Has Vegetation 0 Soil 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: meadow is a muddy oit that has repeatedlv been driven through. althouoh this area was somewhat spared
File'# 0349
Det. bY:Biian Mejering/ Susie Holmes
Plot'#SP6
======~====--====================================================================--=================================--=====
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover1. _
2. ~ _
3. _
Sapllng/Shrub Stratum
Statusl Raw % Coverl ReI % Cover1. _
2. _
3. _
4. _
5. _
1. Hordeum iubatum*
2. Glyceria occidenlalls*
3. Mentha ouleaium*
4..Juncus marojnatus
5. Camassla cf. auamash
6. Parentucellla vlscosa
7. t.athyrus sohaericus
8. Lollum oerenne
9. Festuca arundlnacea
10. Ranunculus occidentalls
11. Luzula mulliflora
FAC
OBL
OBL
NOL
FACW
FAC-
NOL
FAC
FAC-
FAC
FACU
50
20
20
10
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
50
20
20
10
t
t
t
t
t
t
I
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): 1Q.Q%
Olher Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES!RJ NO 0 Comments: 25% of plot is standing walerlolot exemplarv example of undisturbed veaetation relative 10 other o:ants In eastren
field,) (Juncus maralnatus has national indicator status of at least FACW.)
===--===============================--===========================--=-===~--~_:=_--================---=============================
SOiLS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser sillY clay loam Dreinage Class: Pourly drained
On Hydric Soils List? yON 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
0-8
8 -18
MatrIx
Color
2.5yr 3/1
10yr 6/1
Redox Conceniratlons' Redox Depletions
• abund.lsize/contrasUcolor/location (matrix or pores/peds)
10yr 7/8 C/F/DIM,po,pe
F/F/F
Texture
SCL
C
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Hlstosol
o Hlstic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tesls posllive)
I2?l Gleyed or low chroma colors
I2?l Redox features wllhln 10" (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface Qn Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils Ust (and soil pronte matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES!RJ NO 0 Comments: Possibly the lesser of disturbed soil profiles on sile
==================================================================--===========================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
I2?l Recorded Data Available I2?l Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
OOther: __
ReId Data
Depth of Inundalion:Q
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
Olnundaled
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
I2?l Sediment Deposits
I2?l Drainage Patterns
Depth to Saturation: To surface Depth to free water: £:
Criteria Met? YES!RJ NO 0 Comments: From this point west\'Jard. atypical silulalions are the norm.
=============================================================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES!RJ NO 0 Comments: Plot is just east of the beginning of standing water. (Soil profile of this plot is typical of
open field. within common vehicular disturbance.)
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORIVl-FullMethod
County: Doualas City: Sutherlin Date: @lJl1ID!/2007
ProjecVContact: Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates, P.C.
Plant Community: Grassy Lawnl Meadow
Plotlocalion: Along northern cenlral edge of soccer field within a sliohttopoaraohlc deoression
Recent Weather: Mean temo 50-deoreesoarlly c1oudv. 0.14" oercioitalion 0.34" month to date oercipitalion
Do normal enViron. conditions exist? yON [gJ If No, explain: Silewas recently mowed (!vpical of management)
Has Vegetation [gJ Soli [gJ Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: olants are stili recognizable regardless of recent mowing
File#~
Del. by: Brian Meierinal Susie Holmes
Plot#SP7
===============================================================================================--===============================
VEGETATION
11. __~ _
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
OBI. 65 42
FAC 60 39
FACW 20 13
FAC 3 2
FAC+ 3 2
FACU 3 2
Herb Stratum
1. Menlha ouleoium
2. Hordeum iubalum
3. Plaoiobolhrvs cf. figuratis
4. Poa annua
5. Rumex crispus
6. Hvoochaerisradicala7. _
8. ~ _
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
Tree Stratum
SaolinolShnlb Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
4. ~__
5, _
1. _
2. _
3. _
Percenlof Dominant Soecles that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): 1QQ%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetationlndicators:__
Criteria Met? YES [g] NO 0 Comments: __
===============================================--=============================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y [gJ N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range Matrix
of Horizon Color
0-1" 7.5yr3/3
2_4" 10yr 5/3
4-9" 10yr3/3
9 -17" 2.5yr2.5/1
Redox Concenlrations' Redox Depletions'
• abundJsize/contrast/colorJlocation (matrix or pores/peds)
5yr 6/8 C/MlD/matrixlpds
5yr 5/8 C/M/DI
7.5yr 5/8 C/F/D
Texture
BIG
BIG
SCL
Hydric Soil IndIcators:
o Hislosol
o Histic Epipedon
o SUifidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
[gJ Gleyed or low chroma colors
[gJ Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (w/in 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soilprolile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplementat indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator}: __
Criteria Met? YES[g] NO 0 Comments: 9 - 7" 13 old (apoarenUy nativel 19-11" organic 0 horizonl
=========================--====================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
[gJ Recorded Data Available [gJ Aerial Photos o Stream gauge DOlher o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more reqUired):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Waler-stained Leaves
o Local Soli Survey Dala
[gJ FAC-Neutral Test
DOther. __
Field Data
Depth ofinundation: Q
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o WaterMarks
o DrtftLines
o Sediment Deposits
[gJ Drainage Pallems
Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
Criteria Met? YES [g] NO 0 Comments:
================================--============================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES [g] NO 0 Comments: S Fill within field needs to be established as to the date it was placed rsee 3 Dec. 2008
TELCON with J. Carnate.J. Soccer field built (filled) before 1985 according 10 local accounts. but was more than likely filled much
earlier originally.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
File #0349
De!. bY:Brian Meiertng/ Susie Holmes
Plol#SP8
Counly: Douglas City: Sutherlin
ProjecVConlact:Sutherlin Parks/ Satre Associales P.C.
Planl Community: Grassy Lawn/ Meadow
Plot localion: East-northeasl off Ihe comer of SP7
Recent Weather: Mean lem050~degrees. partly cloudy. 0.14" oercigltation. 0.34" month 10 dale percloilation
Do normal environ. condilions exist? Y 12I N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation 12I Soli 12I Hydrology 0 been signlficanliy dislurbed?
Explain: Site was recenliy mowed (!vgical of manaoemenll. allhouoh giants are still recognizable reoardiess of recenl mowing
=============--=---====--==--====-----=---=---=-=========== ---==-=-==--====--------============- - - ==========--=========
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Status/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover Stalus/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
11. _
81
8
7
4
t
t
FAC- 95
FACU+ 10
NOL 8
FACU 5
FACU I
FAC+ t
1. Festuca arundinacea'
2. Trifolium repens'
3. Bellis oerennls'
4. Stellarla media'
5. Hyoochaeris radicala
6. Rumex crisous7. _
8. ......._--
9.. , _
Saoling/Shrub Stralum
Stalus/ Raw % Cover/Rei % Cover1. _
2. ~ ~ _
3. _
4. ~ _
5. _
1. _
2. _
3. _
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): Q%
Olher HydrophyticVegetalion Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO ~ Comments: atyolcal mowed weedy field... olants idenlifieable regardless of mowing. Used all soecies meater Ihan trace due to
the almost monocullure veoetalion struclure of fes!. arund.
===========================================--=========~====-- ============~======================--==========================
SOILS
Map Unil Name: 44A Conser silly clay loam Drainage Class: Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y l2I N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
TextureDepth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
--------------
Redox Concentrations' Redox Deplelions'
'abund.JslzelcontrasVcolorllocalion (malrix or pores/peds)
0-7" 10.5yr3/2 Negligible SCL+fill
Refusal@7" due to fill
Hydric Soli Indicators:
o Hlstosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox fealures Within 10' (e.g., concenlralions)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic conlent in surtace (In Sandy Soils)
o Organic slreaking (In Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils Lisl (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soli crileria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duralion)
o Supplemental indicalor (e.g., NRCS field indicalor): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: __
========================================================================================================================--=====
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
12I Recorded Data Available ~ Aerial Pholos o Slream gauge o other o No Recorded Dala Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturalion: None Deplh 10 free water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundaled
DSalurated in upper 12 inches
o Waler Marks
DDriftlines
o Sediment Deposils
o Drainage Pallerns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more reqUired):
o Oxidized Rool Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil SurveyData
o FAC-Neutral Tesl
DOlher: __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Commenls: Topooraohicallyslighlly above sp7
=======================================================~==================================================~===========
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO IZJ Comments: Fill here is more inpenitrable due to larger rock. Plot impacted by pre-1972 slope till due
to sidecast and levee construction. see sp 7 notes.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
File # 0349
DeL bY:Brlan Meieringl Susie Holmes
Plot#SP9
Date: !L2IM-ID(I2QQZCounty: Douglas City: Sutherlin
ProjecVContact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: GrassyLawnl Meadow
Plotlocalion: Western edoe of SP7
Recent Weather: Mean temo 50-degrees, partly cloudy, 0.14" oercipilalion, 0.34" month 10 dale oercioltation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? YI8l N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation I8l Soill8l Hydrology 0 been significantiy disturbed?
Explain: Site was recently mowed (lypical of manaoamenll. although plants are still recoonizable reoardless of recent mowing
===============================================================================================================================
VEGETATION
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FAC- 90 83
FACU+ 10 9
FAC 5 5
FACU+ 3 3
FACU t t
FAC+ t t
FACU t t
NOL t t
Herb Stratum
1, Festuca arundinacea'
2,Trifolium repens'
3, Poa annua'
4. Plantaoo lanceolata'
5. Hypochaeris radicata
6. Rumex crispus
7, Taraxicum officianale
8, Trifolium subterranium9. _
10, ~ _
11. _
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
Tree Stratum
Status! Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
Saolino/Shrub Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
4.~ _
5, _
1. _
2. _
3, ~ _
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OSlo FACW, FAC (not FAC-): 9.%
OIher Hydrophylic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteda Met? YES D NO I8J Comments: Used all significant vegetation to calculate dominance due to weed, seeded field.
========--============================================~==============~======--====================~===============
SOILS
Map UnitName: 44A Conser sliti' clay loam Drainage Class: Poorly Drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y181 N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
Depth Range
of Hotizon
Matrix
Color
-------------
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions' .
• abund./sizelcontrasVcolor/location (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0-12" 10yr 4/3 None
refusat due to
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyedorlow chroma colors
o Redox features wi,thin 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o ConcretionslNodules ,(wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking On Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
DUsted on Hydric Soils Ust (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil crileria 3 or 4 (ponded or !looded for tong duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field Indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES D NO I8J Comments: Fill needs to bepenelrated 10 reach nalive orome.
==============================:=:===============================~=========================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
o Recorded Data Available 181 Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Waler-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Dala
o FAC-Neutral Test
OOlher: __
Field Dala
Deplh of inundation: .!iCJ!}g
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o DralnagePaUerns
Depth to Seturation: None Depth to free water: None
Criteria Met? YES D NO I8J Comments: __
=============================================================--===============================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES DNO I8J Comments: Fill either originally deeper or has settled less than SP7 due to differentiated water
table. Need to monitor hydrology to finalize unless fill can be established earlier than CWA.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
File #0349
Del. bY:'i3rian Meierino/ Susie Holmes
Plot#SP10
Date: .Q2/1'l@l12!lQICounty: Douolas City: Sutherlin
ProjecUContact Sutherlin Parks/Satre Assoclales, P,C.
Plant Community: Grassy lawn/ Meadow
Plot location: Western end of soccer field just northwest of ooal oosts
Recent Weather. Mean temp 50-degrees oartly cloudy. 0.14" oercipitalion. 0.34" month to date oerclpitatlon
Do normal environ, condiUons exist? Y [2J N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation [2J Soil [2J Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Site was recenllY mowed (lyolcal of manaoementl, althouah 01ants are still recoanlzable regardless of recent mowing. Soil arome seems Intact below fill
VEGETATION
Stalus/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
11. -'- _
Status/ Raw % Covert Rei % Cover
56
24
16
4
I
70
30
20
5
t
Status/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FAC.
OBl
FAC
FAC
FAC+
1, Festuca arundinacea •
2. Menthaoulegium •
3. Hordeum lubatum •
4. Poa annua •
5. Rumex crisous •6, _
7, _
8, _
9,
Herb stratum
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
1, _
2. _
3. _
4. _
5. _
1. _
2, _
3. _
Tree Stratum
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC'):!lQ%
Olher I-iydrophytic Vegetation Indicalors: _
Criteria Met? YES \gj NO 0 Comments: Used all veoelatlon due to lack oflree+ shrub layers.
=====================------=============================================================~==============================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: Poorly drained
BIG
BIG
SCl
Texture
Syr 6/8 CIM/Dlmalrixlpds
5yr 518 C/M/D
Depth Range Matrix
of Horizon Color
O~1U 7.Syr313
2-4" 10yr S/3
4_811 10yr313
8 -17" 7.Syr S/8 C/FID
On Hydric Soits List? Y [2J N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
-------_._---
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.JsizelcontrasUcalorl1ocation (matrix or poreslpeds)
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
[2J Gleyed or 10Vi chroma colors
[2J Redox features within 10' (e.g.. concentrations)
o COllcretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content In surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (In Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in S,mdy Soils)
[2J Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 30r 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e,g., NRCS field Indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES \gj NO 0 Comments: Piol is slightly less distrubed oortion of field nearfencellne. Due 10 non·native soli oranle this was considered hVdric,
=======================================--======================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
lliI Recorded Data Available [2J Aerial Photos o Slreamgauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Fietd Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saluration: None Depth to free water. None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated In upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
[2J Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Waler-stalned leaves
o local Sciil Survey Data
[2J FAC·Neutral Test
DOther. __
Criteria Met? YES \gj NO 0 Comments: __
=============================================================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES \gj NO 0 Comments: This is an insignificant area and is negligible unless considered contiguous beneath fill
across entire soccer field. Vegetation and hydrology strong within atypical plot. See sp 7 notes on fill date.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM---FuU Method
File # 0349
Del bY:Brlan Meieringl Susie Holmes
Plot # SP11
Date: ~1M.eY!2007County: Douolas City: Sutherlin
ProjecUContact Sulherlln Parksl Satre Associates, P,C,
Plant Community: Grassy Lawn/ Meadow
Plotlocatjon:Northwest corner of soccer·fleld within a slight topooraohlc depression
Recent Weather. Mean temp 50-degrees partly cloudy, 0.14" percioilation, 0 34" monlh to dale percloUation
Do normal enViron, conditions exisl? Yilll N 0 If No, explaln:__
Has Vegetation illl Soli illl Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Site was recenlly mowed (!Vpical of management). allhough planls are still recognizable reoardless of recent mowing
===================================================================~=============================-~===--=--==============
VEGETATION
Status/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
Status/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
33
29
24
7
4
4
t
t
t
t
Statusl Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
FAC 25
OBL 22
FACW 18
FAC 5
FAC- 3
FAC 3
NOL t
FACU t
FACU+ t
OBL t
1, Hordeum iubatum •
2, Mentha ouleoium •
3, Plagiobothrvs cf. figuralis'
4, Poaannua
5, Festuca arundlnacea
6, Aoroslis cf. tenUls
7, Medicaoo oolymoroha
8, TaraxiCum officianale
9, Plantaoo lanceolata
10, Ludwigia paluslris
11, ~ _
Herb Stratum
1, _
2, _
3, _
1, _
2, _
3, _
4, ~_~_
5, ~ _
Tree Stratum
SaplinolShrub Stratum
Percent of Dominant Species that areOBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): 100%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO D Comments: Used lop 3 species due 10 likelihood of any difference blw flgUratus and pulegium % cover.
=====================================--=========================================--=============================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silly clay loam Drainage Class: ooarly drained
. On Hydric Soils List? Y illl N 0 Has hydric inclusions? Y 0 NO
Depth Range
of Horizon
MatriX
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsizelcontrasUcolorllocatlon (matrix or poreslpeds)
Texlure
10yr 313 5yr 618 soft masses C!D!M=1% SCL+fllI
6 -16" 2,5yr312 5yr 618 soft masses CID!M=5% SCL+flll
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Hlstic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tesls positive)
illlGleyed or low chroma colors
illl Redox features wUhin 10' (e.g" concentralions)
o Concretions/Nodules (w/ln 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content In surface (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic slreaklng (In Sandy Solis)
o Organic pan (In Sandy Solis)
o Listed on Hydric Solis List (and soli profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil crUeria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemenlallndicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO D Commenls: Profile is fill to 6" - old horizon visible at 6-7
=======================================================================~=============================================-~=
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
illl Recorded Data Available illl Aerial Photos o Slream gauge OOlher o No Recorded Data Available
Deplh to Saturation: None
Field Data
Deplh of inundation: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Salurated in upper 12 inches
o WaterMarks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
illl Drainage Patterns
C~iteria Met? YES ~ NO D Comments:
Oepth to free waler: None
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more reqUired):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12')
o Waler-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
illl FAC-Neutral Test
DOther. __
=======================--==============================--====================================--=================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES ~ NO D Comments: This area is insignificant and negligible unless considered contiguous beneath fill
across entire socceriield, See sp? notes on fill,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-FulI Method
File # 0349
Del by: Brian Meierine! Susie Holmes
Plot#SP12
County:~ City: Sutherlin
ProjecUConlacl: Sutherlin Parlts! Satre Associates, P.C,
Plarit CommUnity: Gressy Lawn! Meadow
Plot location: Just uoland and northeast of SP11 in northwest cornerof soccer field
Recent Weather: Mean temp 50-deorees partly cloudy, 0.14" percioltation, 0,34" month to date oercipitation
Do normal enViron. condilions exIst? Y I8l N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation I8lSoli 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
. Explain: Sile was recentlv mowed (typical of manaoementl, althouoh olants are sltll recognizable reeardless of recent mowing
VEGETATION
Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
26
ZO
ZO
10
10
5
t
t
Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
FACU 25
FAC- 20
FAC 20
FACU 10
FACiO
FACU+ 5
FACU+ t
NOL t
1. Stellaria media *
2, Festuca arundinacea*
3, Poa annua<
4. Taraxicum officianale
5. Hordeum lubatum
6. Plantaoo lanceolata
7. Trifolium sublerraneum
8. Be1l1s oerennis
9. ~ _
10. _
11. _
Herb Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
4. _
5, _
Saplino!Shrub Stratum
Tree Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FACe): ~%
Other HydrophyllcVegetationlndicators:__
Criteria Met? YES D NO!g] Comments: __
===========--===================================================--===--=======================================================--=
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silly clav loam Drainage Class: Poolrv drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y I8l N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
-------------- ------------~~------------
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abUnd.lsize!contrasUcolor/location (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0-6 10yr3/3 Fill
6-16 2.5yr3!Z SCL
Hydric Soiltndlcators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10· (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wfin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface On Sandy Solis)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soli profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES D NO!g] Comments: __
===================~================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
I8l Recorded Dala Available I8l Aerial Photos OSlream gauge o other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Rool Channels (upper 1Z")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
OOther. __
Field Data
Depth of inundation: .Q
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 1Z inches
o WaterMarks
o Drift Lines.
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Dapth to Saturation: None Depth to frea waler. None
Criteria Met? YES D NO!g] Comments:
====================----=====:==========================--==============================================--========--===============
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES D NO!g] Comments: Represents deepef fill and lack of hydrology w/in 12". Fill from road along Sutherlin
Creek is from levee, not from field fill. Levee appears to be built from side cast material from Sutherlin Creek. BPJ debates that this
plot represents the edge of fill from levee and beginning of fill from the soccer field.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City; Sulherlin Date: Q2/Mgy/2007
ProJecVContact Sutherlin Parks/ Satre Associates. P.C.
PlanlCommunity; Grassy lawnl Meadow
Plot location: East-southeastor eastern goal of soccer field
Recent Weather. Mean temp 50-degrees, partly cloudy. 0 14" oercioitallon, 0,34" month to dale perclpltallon
Do normal environ. conditions exist? YIgj N 0 If No, explatn: __
Has Vegetation 0 Soil 0 Hydrology o been significanlly disturbed?
Explain:__
File #0349
Det..by;Brian Meieringl Susie Holmes
Plot#SP13
==============~================--===========~==================~-============== =========================================
VEGETATION
Tree Siratum Herb Stratum
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover1, '-- _
2, ~~ _
3, _
Saplino/Shrub Stralum
Status! Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover1. _
2,_~ ~__
3, _
4. --'- _
5, _
1, Festuca arundlnacea*
2, Aoroslls c!.tenujs·
3, Juncus marginatus •
4. Juncus ensifolius •
5, Hordeum iubatum "
6, Glyceriaoccidentalls "
7. Carel{ densa •
8. Vicla saliva var. saliva
9. Trifolium sublerraneum
10. Rumex crlspus
11. Ranunculus occidentalis
FAC- 30
FAC 30
UPl 15
FACW 15
FAC 10
OSl 10
OBl 10
UPl 3
FACU-i- t
FAC+ t
FAC t
24
24
12
12
8
8
8
2
t
t
t
Percent of Dominant Soecies thalare OSl, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): ll%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__ .
Criteria Met? YES jgl' NO 0 Commenls: Used too 7 dominant sDecies due to lack Df other stratum,
====================================--========================================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name; 44A Conser silty ctay loam Drainage Class; Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils list? Y Igj N 0 Has hydric InclusiDns? YON 0
Depth Range
Df HorizDn
0-9"
10 - 26"
Matrix
Color
10yr 3/2
10yr 2.5/1
Redox Concentrallons' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsize/contrasVcolor/location (matrix or pores/peds)
5yr 5/8 C/MID
Too different tD dist
Texture
SCl
SC
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Hlstosol
OHlstlc Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Condiiions (tests posillve)
Igj Gleyed or loW chroma colors
Igj Redox features within 10' (e,g., concentrations)
o ConcretionslNodules (wlin 3"; :> 2mm)
o High organic content In surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy SDils)
o listed on Hydric SoilsUst (and sDii profile matches)
o Meets hydric soli criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e,g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES jgl NO 0 Comments: Probably a more typical soil - oulside fill from soccer field.
==============================================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
Igj Recorded Data Available Igj Aerial Pholos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth 10 Saturation: None Depth \0 free waler. None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Waler Marks
o Drift lines
o Sediment Deposits
Igj Drainage Patterns
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO 0
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil survey Dala
Igj FAC-Neutral Test
OOther. __
Comments: Hydrologymay be caused by fiil in SP14, noVi a normal environmental circumstance..
===============================--=============================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES jgl NO 0 Comments: Seasonal wetland constricted by historic fill to north. This section of wetland marked by
distinct fall out of Juncus Spp. in upland and district fill pattern. apparent in photographs as pre-1972..
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: SUlherlin Date:WM.!lYI2007
ProjecVConlact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: Open Meadow
Plotlocailon: -15 It north of plot center of SP13
Recent Weather: Mean temp 50-deorees. partlv cloudy,0.14" percioilation, 0.34" month to date oercioilalion
Do normal environ. condillons.exlst? Y [gl NO If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation [gl Soil [gl Hydrology [gl been significanUy dislurbed?
Explaln: __
File # 0349
Del by: Brian Meierin"' Susie Holmes
Plot#SP14
=========================================================================================================================--=====
VEGETATION
Statusl Raw % Cover/Rel % Cover
FAC- 80 68
UPL 20 17
NOL 5 4
FACU 5 4
NOL 5 4
FAC+ 3 2
Tree Stratum
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % 'Cover1. _
2. _
3. _
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
Statusl Raw % Cover/ReI % Cover1. _
4. _
5. _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBl, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): Q%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indlcalors:__ .
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO t8l Comments: __
Herb Stralum
1. Fesluca arundinacea*
2. Bromus mollis *
3. Daucuscarota
4. Anthpxanthumodoratum
5. Vicia saliva var. saliva
6. Rumex crispus7. _
8. _
11. _
===========--=====================================~-==============================================--===========================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Consersiltvclay loam Drainage Class: Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y [gl N 0 Has hydric Inclusions? YON 0
------------
Deplh Range
of Horizon
0-10"
10 -16"
Matrix
Color
10yr 4/3
2.5yr 4/3
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsize/contrasVcolorllocation (matrix Dr pores/peds)
Scarce, too faint
7.5yr 518 FIF/0
Texture
coblyfiil
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Hislosol
o HisUc Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (Iests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features wilhln 10' (e.g., concentrations)
Criteria Met? YES 0 NOt8l Comments: <2% redox
o Concretions/Nodules (wnn 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic conlentin surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (In Sandy Soils)
o L1sled on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meels hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duration)
o Supplemenlal Indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
============================================================================================================:==============:--=
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
[gl Recorded Dala Available [gl Aerial Photos o Stream gauga o Othar o No Recorded Data Available
Field Dala
Depth of inundalion: None Depth to Saturation: None Dapth to frea walar: Nona
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o DraInage Patterns
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO t8l
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAG-Neulral Test
o Olher: __
Comments: Fill may be reason for hydrology In SP13 but It is now the normal circumslance.
========================================================================================--============================--=======
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO t8l Comments: Fill is obvious, rectangular and easy to distingush where the wetland boundary
conforms to the edges, May be necessary to confirm hydrology + soils in spring. Ultimately, this fill appears in photos to be old with
fill between 1950 and 1960. Expanded between 1960 and 1967 torm down buildings by 1979.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORI\II--Full Method
County: Douglas City: SUlherlin Date: Q!l1l~/2007
ProJect/Contact: Sutherlin Parl's/ Satre Associates, P;C,
Plant Community:Ooen Meadow
Plot location: South of olots SP13 and SP14
Recent Weather-Mean temo 66-decrees sunny, no percipitation, 0,74" month 10 date oercioilation
Do normal environ, conditions exist? Y Ii5l NOli No, explain: __
Has Vegetation 0 Soilli5l Hydrology 0 been significanlly disturbed?
Explain: Possibly till material. but notjudoed as recent.
File # 0349
Del. by:Brlan Meierino/ Susie Hotmes
Plot # SP15
VEGETATION
Status/ Raw % Cover/Rei % Cover
FAC. 90 86
FAC 10 10
UPI. 5 5
FACUI t
FAC I t
FAC+ I t
NOI. t t
NO\. t t
NOI. I t'
FACW t t
Herb Stratum
1. Festuca arundlnacea "
2. Aorostis cl. tenuis '
3. Trifolium subter@neum'
4. Hypochaerisradicata
5. Hordeum jubatum
6. Rumex crisous
7. Centaurea oratensis
8. Bellis perennis
9,Geranium disseclum
10. Myosotis discolor11. _
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
Saolino/Shrub Stratum
Status! Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
1. _
2. _
3. _
4. __~ _
5. _
1. _
2._~ _
3. _
Tree Siratum
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OBI., FACW, FAC (not FAC·): ~%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO IZl Comments: Very subjective to weedY veg, data/need soils + hydrologv to gualifYUsed all relatively abundant soecies to mal'e
determinatlon
=============================================================================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class:, Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y Ii5l N0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
, abundJsize/contrast/colorllocalion (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0·9" 2.5yr 3/3 7,5yr 6/8 F/FID SCI.
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Hlstic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
§ Redox featureswilhin 10". (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content In surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in'Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Solis Ust (and soli profile matches)
o Meets hydric soli criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCSfield indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES IZl NO 0 Comments: Refusal due to gravel and rocl" soit mixed with some cobble. Redox sugcests solis now hydric,
===========================================================================--==================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
§ Recorded Data Available § Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o WaterMarks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Waler·stained Leaves
Ol.ocal Soil Survey Data
o FAC·Neulral Test
OOther: __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO IZl Comments: SUcht Iceograohic rise from swate and SP13. Need more data due to a Meat solis/hydro.
================================================--===================================================~====================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO IZl Comments: Point taken to describe a slightly higher bench that runs east"west along the southern
side of the swaledescribed by SP13. Needto monitor hydrology + do further soil sampling in the spring if mandated to confirm a lack
of hydrology..
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas . City; SUlherlin Date: Q!!IMml/2007
ProJecVContact Sutherlin Parks/ Satre Associales. P.C.
Plant COmmunity: Open Meadow
Plot location: Plot is located juslsoulhwest of SP15 wilhin dllch along south edge of field
Recent Weather. Mean temp 66-deorees. partly cloudy. no oercipilation. 0.74" month to date oercipllation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y I8l N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation I8l Soil 0 Hydrology I8l been significantly disturbed?
Expiain: Atypical ditch somewhat void of vegetation ... plol size too large and extended well outside of ditch.
File # 0349
Det. by; Brian Melering/ Susie Holmes
Plot# SP16
===============================================================================================================================
VEGETATION
Tree Straturn Herb Straturn
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover Status/ Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover1. _
2. _
3. _
Saoling/Shrub Stratum
Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover1. '-- _
2. ~~ _,_-
3. _
4. _
5. '-- _
1. Festuca arundinacea •
2. Anthoxanthurn odoraturn •
3. TJifoliurn repens *
4. Mentha oUlegiurn •
5. Bellis oerennis
6. Myosotisdiscolor
7. Poa annua
B. Dlpsacus follonurn 550 svlvestrls
9. Daucus carota
10. Unurn bienne
11. Galiurn aparine
FAC- BO
FACU 15
FACU+ 10
OBL 10
FACU 3
FACW t
FACI
NOt. I
NOt. I
NOL t
FACW+ t
6B
13
B
B
3
t
t
I
t
t
t
Percent of Dorninant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (nol FAC-): ZQ%
other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators: see list of non-dorninant species in herb straturn
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO Igj Cornrnents: Veg. a lyoical + problernatic plot extended too far out of bottorn of dllch.
---- =--==-=- -- -=--=-===-==--===----=============================
SOILS
Map Unit Narne: 44A Conser silly clay loarn Drainage Class: Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y I8l N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
0-
5-17"
Malrix
Color
2.5yr3/2
2.5yr4/2
Redox Concentrations' Redox DepleUons-
• abund'/slze/conlrasVcolor/location (rnatrix or pores/peds)
10yr 4/6 F!FID
1Oyr 6/B C/M/D/rnatrix
--------
Texlure
SCL
CL
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chrorna colors
o Redox features within 10' (e,g., concenlrations)
o ConcreUons/Nodules (wlin 3"; :> 2mrn)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soli profile rnatches)
o Meets hydric soil crileria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplementaliildicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES Igj NoD Comments: Redox signflcant startino at 6"
=================================================--======================~====================--==============================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
I8l Recorded Data Available IEl Aerial Photos o Siream gauge DOlher o No Recorded Data Available
Secondaryl:lYdrology Indicators (2 or rnore required);
o Oxidized Rool Channels (upper 12")
o Water-slained Leaves
o Local Soli Survey Dala
I8l FAG-Neutral Tesl
DOther. __
Field Dala
Depth of inundation: tllm.!L
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Salurated In upper 12 inches
o Waler Marlls
I8l Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposils
I8l Drainage Pattems
Deplh to Saluration: L Depth 10 free water: None
Criteria Met? YES Igj NO D Commenls: Saturated VI/in lop 7" bul dry below. [ due to heaVY clay.]
=======================================--====================================================--================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES Igj NO 0 Comments: Plot taken to characterize a perimeter ditch running along the North side of houses at
the southern edge of soccer field. Veo not strong. but atypical situation leades to HPJ that normal circumstances would exhibit more
wetland vegetation and straight forward hydrology.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORlIII-Full Method
County; Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: Q!l.!MEYI2007
ProjecVContact Sutherlin Parks/ Satre Associates, P,c.
Plant Community: Dislurbed muddy seasonally emergenl'lowland
PloUocallon: Plot isin a small lowland area within the middle of a roadbed where veaetallan has persisted
RecentWeather: Mean tema 66-degrees partly cloudy, no percipilallon, 0.74" month to date percipilation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? YIg] N 0 IINo, explain: __
Has Vegetallon Ig] Soillg] Hydrology 0 beensignlficanlly disturbed?
Explain: MUddy ruts indicate recenltrafficleading to compacted soils and disturbed around
File #0349
Del bY:BrJan Meierino/ Susie Holmes
Plot # SP17
=========================================~==============================--========== ==========================================
VEGETATION
Status! Raw % Cover/ Rei % ·Cover
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
68
14
11
4
4
t
t
t
t
50
10 .
8
3
3
t
t
t
t
Status/ Raw % COVer/Rei % Cover
OSL
OSL
OSL
FAC
FAC-
OSL
FACW
OSL
NOL
1, Glyceria occidentalls *
2, Lemna minor'
3, Ludwioia oalustris *
4, Hordeum iubatum •
5. Festuca arundinacea •
6. Veronica cf, perearina
7. Plaalobothrvs cf. figuratus
8. Mentha puleglum
9. Matricaria discoidea10. -'- _
11. _
Herb Stratum
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
Tree Stratum
1. _
2. ~ _
3. _
4. _
5. _
1. _
2. __~----------------3. _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OSLo FACW, FAC (not FAC-):jill%
Other Hydrophylic Vegetation Indicators:.__
Criteria Met? YES Ig] NO 0 Comments: -35% devoid of vegetallon, standing water 2-3".
==============================================----=====================================================--=======================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Solis List? Y Ig] .N 0 Has hydric Inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Coior
Redox Concentralions' Redox Deplelions'
• abund.lslzelconlrasVcolorllocation (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0·12" 2.5y 312 7.5yr5/8 C/M/D SCL
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o HisticEplpedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features wilhln 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wfJn 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organicpan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Solis List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duralion)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): _
Criteria Met? YES Ig] NO 0 Comments: cracked soli surface along dried out margins. Atyoical soils and hydrolooy due to compaclion, used SP13 for reference
==========================================--======================== =========:=========================================~======
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
Ig] Recorded Data Available jgJ Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
Ig] FAC-Neutral Test
OOther: __
Field Data
Depth of inundation: .:!
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
Ig] inundated
o Saturated In upper 12 inches
Ig] Water Marks
o DriflLines
o Sediment Deposils
o Drainage Patterns
Depth to Saluralion: = Depth to free water: =
Criteria Met? YES Ig] NO Comments: 2-3" standino water In lowest area. Atypical hVdrolooy referenced 10 SP13.
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES Ig] NO 0 Comments: Disturbed road bed (2 track). North of this plot was filled before 70's w/1-3 feet which
tapers into edge of this wetland.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORI\fI-FullMethod
County: Douglas City: Sulherlln Date: QWMIDif2007 File # 0349
ProjecVContacl: Sutherlin Parks} Satre Associates, P:C. Det. by: Brian Meiering/ Susie Holmes
Plant Community: Ash Woodland becomming Open Meadow , Plot # SP18
Plot location: Plot is iusteast-southeast of SP17, and west of the western edoe of westernmost fenced-off popcorn nower oopulation
Recent Weather. Mean temp 66-deorees. partly cloudy, no percioitation, 0.74" month to date percipltation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y!i9 N 0 IINo, explain: __
Has Vegetation 0 Soil 0 HydrologyD been signillcantly disturbed?
EXplain: __
===============================--=================--=============.=================
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
status/ Raw %Coverl Rei % Cover
FACW 70 100
Saptino/Shrub Stratum
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACW 20 100
FACU- t t
1. Fraxinus ialifotia'2. _
3. _
1, Fraxinus latifolia'
2. Rubus arrrieniacus3. _
4. _
5. -
1. Bromus ct. mollls '
2. Alopecurus pratensls •
3. Fes!uca arundinacea
4. Vicia ct. disoerma
5. Vicia sativa var. sativa
6. Gatiumaoarine
7. Trifolium .repens
8. Carex densa
9. Camassia ouamash
10. Rumex crisous
11. Juncus marginatus
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
UPL 35 38
FACW 25 27
FAC- 15 16
UPL 5 5
UPL 5 5
FACW+ 3 3
FACU+ 3 3
OBL t t
FACW t, t
FAC+ t t
UPL t t
Percent of Dominant Species lhat are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): I§%
Olher Hydrophytic Vegelation Indicators: ,
Criteria Met? YES I8l NO 0 Comments: Many other species occurred wilhin the herb stratum as trace cover. normal circumstances would have exhibiledmre
WL speaces.
===========================================--=========================~=============:========================================
SOILS
Map UnU'Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
SC
SC
Texture
SCL
1Oyr 2.S11 30%
10G S/110%10yr S/6 C/M/DIRedox channels
10yr 5/6 C/M/D/Redox channels
7.5yr 6/8 C/M/DIMatrix
On Hydric Soils List? Y!i9 N 0 Has hydric inctusions? YON 0
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
, abund'/slze/contrasVcolorllocalion (matrix or pores/peds)
Depth Range MalJix
of Horizon Color
O-S" 2.5yr3/2
5 -19" 2,Syr3/2
5-19" 2.Syr 3/2
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
I8l Gleyed or low chrorna cOlors
I8l Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS neld indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES I8l NO 0 Comments: This is orobably a typical Drofile pre - 1930's.
====--=========================================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
I8l Recorded Data Available !i9 Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: Q Depth to Saturation: E Depth to free water. 19"
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sedifl,lent Deposits
Ii!J Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
!i9 FAC-Neutral Test
OOlher: __
Criteria Met? YES I8l NO 0 Comments:
================================================================================================--============================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES I8l NO 0 Comments: Plot taken within isolate ash stand within the north/central portion of the site. Used in
conjunction with SP19 to define WL boundary defined by levee fill slope.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: Qlllilill!y/2007
Project/Contact: Sutherlin Parks/ Satre Associates, P.C.
Plant Community: Open Meadow
Plot location: Plot lsiust northeast and upland of SP 1B
Recent Weather: Mean temp SS-degrees, partly cloudy. no percipilatlon. 0.74" month to date percjoilation
Do normal enViron. condltions exist? Y(gJ NO liNo, explain:__
Has Vegetation [gJ Soil (gJ Hydrology (gJ been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Levee fill slope/basically non·son
File # 0349
Det. by: Brian Meierina/ Susie Holmes
Plot # SP19
===============-====-
Tree Stratum
---- = ---=====================================================================================
VEGETATION
Herb Stratum
Status/ Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
FAG- 70 46
UPL 40 26
FAC 20 13
FACU 10 7
FACW 5 3
FACU 5 3
NOL 3 2
NOL t t
FAC+ t t
Status/ Raw % Cover! Rei % Caver1. _
2, _
3, _
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
Status/Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover1. _
2. _
4. --
5. ~ _
1. Festuca arundlnacea •
2. Bromus cf. molJis •
3. Agroslis tenuis •
4. Lalium perenne
5. Alopecurus pratensis
6. Daclylis glomerata
7, Geranium dissectum
8, Vicla sativa var sativa
9, Rumex crispus
10. ~ _
11. _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-):~%
Other Hydrophylic Vegetatlon Indicators:__ .
CriteriaMet? YES 0 NO l8J Comments: FAC neutral test also confirms no dominant hydroohylic veg (33%). Weedy community \voical of fill slope.
-- -------=========--====================================================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils Ust? Y IE1 N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
Depth Range,
of Horizon
Refusat@2"
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Deplellons'
• abund.lsize/contrasVcolor/location (matrix or pores!peds)
Texture
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o SUlfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentralions)
o Concrelions/Nodules (w/in 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan On Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or lIooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e,g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO l8J Comments: Atypical fill at 3" (aooroach of slopefill for levee), refusal due to slope/fill
===================================================================~=======================================--=============
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
[gJ Recorded Data Available lEI Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Reco'rded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Rool Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC·Neutral Test
o Olher: __
Field Data
Depth of inundalion: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Pat1ems
Depth to Saturation:~ Depth 10 free water: unknown
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO l8J Commenls:
===========================-~-=-~=============================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO l8J Comments: Plot taken to characterize levee slope.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douolas City: sutherlin Date: QJlJMW2Q.Ql File # 0349
Project/Contact: Sutherlin Parksl Salre Associates, P,C, Del by: Brian Meierinol Susie Holmes
Plant Community: Open Meadow Plot # SP20
PloUocaUon: Plot is just northwest of northwest corner of rodeo and just south/uoland of road across from wooded area of olot SP1 B
RecentWeather: Mean temo 66-degrees. partly cloudy, no percipitation, O,74"monlh to date percipitation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y llil N 0 IfNo, explain: __
Has Vegetation (gj Soil 0 Hydrology 0 .been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Veoetation moderately unflunced bv recreational use of area as a rodeo arena viewing fenceline.
=============--==================--=======--======================================================================================
VEGETATION
Status/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
Status/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
63
13
11
7
2
2
2
Status/ Raw % Cover/Rei % Cover
FAC- 90
FACU+ 1B
FACW 15
FAC 10
UPL 3
FAC 3
UPL 3
1. Festuca arundinacea*
2. Trifolium repens'
3. Alopecurus pratensis'
4. Agrostis tenuls'
5. Bellis perennls
6. Lolium perenne
7. Medicaoo polymorohaB. _
9.
Herb Stratum
Saelino/Shrub Stratum
Tree Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
1. _
2. _
3. _
5, _ 11. _
Percent of DominalitSoecles that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FACe): §Q%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO rgj Comments: Veoetation problematic. Top 4 soecles used dueto problematic weedy plol.
==================================================~=================================--========================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser sUIV clay loam Drainage Class: Poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y lliIN 0 Has hydric Inclusions? yON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsize/contrasVcolorllocation (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0- B" 2.5yr 3/2
------_.-,---_.
SCL
B-16" 2.5yr 311 10yr 7/B C/Fl1v'1alrix SCL
Hydric Soli Indicators:
DHlstosol
o Hlstlc Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
llil Gteyed or low chroma colors
llil Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentraUons)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlln 3"; ,. 2mm)
o High organic content In sUrfaceQn Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (In Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan Qn Sandy Solis)
o Listed on Hydric Solis List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 30r 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemantallndlcator (e.g., NRCS field Indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES [g] NO 0 Comments: Soils verv strongly characterisllc of wetlands In this area
=========================================================================--===--================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data .
I2l Recorded Data Available (gj Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: .NmllL.... Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated In upper 12 Inches
o Waler Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o :Local Soli Survey Dale
o FAC-Neutral Test
DOIher: __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g]
area is inundated regularly.
Comments: Slioht topograpic rise forces standing waler awiw from rodeo boundary, but soils data very st[Qnglysuggests thatlhls
=================================================--==============================================--============================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES ~ NO 0 Comments: Best professional judgement based on soils only. Hydrology questionable and could be
monitored in spring to confirm determination.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: .Q!!1Ml!l!/2007
Project/Contact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates P.C.
Plant Community: Ooen Meadow
Plotlocalion: Plot is east of rodeo area and iust west/uoland of dirt road
Recent Weather: Mean temp 56-decrees, partly cloudy no percipilation, 0.74" month 10 date oercipitalion
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y [g) N 0 .lfNo, explain: _
Has Vegetation [g) Soil 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Area used recreationallyand creates a weedy, disturbed vecetation laver.
File # 0349
Del. by: Brian Meierincl Susie Holmes
Plot#SP21
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover Statusl Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
56
16
6
6
4
4
4
4
t
FAC- 70
FACW 20
FACU+ 8
NOL 7
FAC 5
UPL 5
FAC 5
FAC 5
NOt. t
1. Festuca arundinacea
2. Alopecurus pratensis
3. Trifolium repens
4. Medicago polymoroha
5. Agrostis tenuis
6. Bromus cf. mollis
7. Hordeum jUbatum
8. Lolium perenne
9. Vicia cf disoerma10. _
11. _
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
SaolinglShrub Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
1. ~ _
2. _
3. "--"-- -,-__
4. _
5. _
Percentof Dominant Species thatare OBL, FACW. FAC (not FAC-): 25%
Other Hydrophylic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO ~ Comments: Falls FAC-Neutral, but veoelallon oroblematic due 10 recreational use.
====================================================================--========================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44AConser silly clay loam Drainage Class:~
On Hydric Soils List? Y [g) N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Metrix
Color
Redox Concenlralions' Redox Depletions'
• abund'/sizeicontrast/colorllocation (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0-8 2.5yr3/2 SCL
8-16 2.5 yr3/1 10yr7/8 Clivl/D/matrix SCL
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o HisticEpipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
[g) Gleyed or low chroma colors
[g) Redoxfeaturesvlilhin 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wftn 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o OrgaJiicstreaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Salls)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duralion)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES [g] NO 0 Comments:
=====================================================================================================================--========
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
[g) Recorded Data Available [g) Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Dala
. Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12'1
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
DOther: __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: Hydrology not detectable due to slight topographic rise as in sP?O.
======================--====================================~====================--============~===========================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES [g] NO 0 Comments: Plot taken to judge slight topographic rise adjancent rodeo grounds. BPJ based
determination on soils, as veg. + hVdrology were problematic. Soils data strongly suggests that wetlands are present within the plot.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: Qj!lMav/2007
Project/Contact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates, P,C,
Plant Community: Open Meadow
Plot location: Plot is just NE of SP21 within mud oil area
Recent Weather. Mean temo 66-decrees, partIv cloudy, no percloltation, 0.74" month to date percioilation
Do normal environ, conditions exist? Y!ill N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation lill Soil 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Veoetation problematic due to adlacentland use and unsuallv dry season.
FIle #0349
Del by: Brian Meleringl Susie Holmes
Plot#SP22
============================================================~=========================================--====================
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Statusl Raw %Coverl Rei % Cover Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
42
11
11
16
5
5
t
t
t
FAC- 40
FACU 10
FACW 10
UPL 15
FAC 5
FACU+ 5
UPL t
OBL t
FAC t
1. Festuca arundlnacea"
2. Festuca myuros'
3, Juncus tenuis'
4, Medlcaoo polymoroha'
5. Hordeum jUbatum
6. Trifolium repens
7. Bellis perennis
8.Glyceria occidentalis
9. Ranunculus occidentalis
10. _
11. ~~ _
Sapting/Shrub Stratum
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover1. _
2. =
4. _
5._------------------
1. _
2. _
3. _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW,FAC (not FAC-): ZJj%.
other Hydrophytic Vegetation indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO Igj Comments: Vegetation problematic due to unseasonbly low orecp. and disturbed land use hist01Y.
=======================-- --================================::=====================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silly clay loam Drainage Class: poorlv drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y lill N 0 Has hydric Inclusions? yON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox DepletIons'
• abund.lsize/contrastlcolor/location (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0-8 2.5yr3/2 SCL
8 -16 2.5 yr 311 10yr7/8 C/M/D/matrix SCL
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Hlstic Epipedon
o SUlfidic Odor
o Reduclng Conditions (tests positive)
lill Gleyed or low chroma colors
lill Redox features within 10· (e.g., concentrations)
o Concrelions/Nodules'(W/in 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils list (and soIl profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field Indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES Igj NO 0 Comments:
==============================================================================================================================.
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
!ill Recorded Data Available lill Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o LocalSoll Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
DOther. __
Field Dala
Depth of Inundation: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators;
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
!ill Drainage Patterns
Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water. None
Criteria Met? YES Igj NO 0 Comments: .obvious deepl wide soil cracks
=======================~==================================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES Igj NO 0 Comments: Determination based on soiis and hydrology.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: mllM.eY!2007
ProjecliContac:t: Sutherlin Parks! Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: Ooen Meadow
Plotlocation: PioUs in SW camerof rodeo arena area
Recent Wea ther: Mean temp 6G-degreesoarlly cloudy no oercipitatlon. 0.74" month to date oercipilation
Do normal environ. condllions exist? Y (gJ NO If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation (gJ Soil (gJ Hydrology (gJ been significantly disturbed?
ExplaIn: Area used for rodeo, soilscomoressed by horses, veg. tramoled. creates low ooint wilhin rodeo.
File # 0349
Del by: Brian Meiering! Susie Holmes
Plot#SP23
- ---- -- ------====--=======- --====--==-
Tree Stratum
=====-====--===-=
VEGETATIOI\I
Herb Siratum
-=====================================
Status/ RaW % Cover! Rei % Gover
FAC- 5 5
OBL 100 95
Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover1. _
2. ~ _
3. _
Saoling/Shrub Stratum
Status! Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
1. _
2. _
3. ~ _
4. _
5. _
1. Festuca arundinacea
2 Glycerla occidentalis3. _
4. _
5. _
6. ----
7. _
8. _
11. ~ _
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-j: 100%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetationlndicalors:__
Criteria Met? YES Igj NO 0 Comments: Used only olyceria because itlllas almost a monoculture
===============================================================================~==========================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silIV clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils Ust? Y (gJ N 0 Has hydric Inclusions? YON O'
Depth Range
of Horizon
0-8
MatriX
Color
2.5yr 3/2
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lslze!conlrasllcolorllocalion (malrix or pores/peds)
Texture
SCL
8·16 2.5 yr3!1 10yr7!8 C!M/D!mallix SC
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Hislosol
o Hlstic Epipedon
o Sullidlc Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests posllive)
(gJ Gleyed or low chroma colors
(gJ Redox features within 10· (e.g., concenlrations)
Criteria Met? YES Igj NO 0 Comments:
o Concretions/NodUles (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic streaking (In Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o listed on Hydric SoilsUst (and soil profile matches)
o Meels hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicalor): __
=========--=============================================================--=====================-===================~=========
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
(gJ Recorded Data Available (gJ Aerial Pholos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o OxidizedHoot Channels (upper 12")
o Water,slalned Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data'
o FAC-Neutral Tesl
OOther. __
Field Dala
Depth of Inundation: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundaled
o Saturated In upper 12 inches
o Water Marlts
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
(gJ Drainage Patterns
Depth to'Saluration: None Deplh to free water: None
Criteria Met? YES Igj NO 0 Comments: Soil is deeoly and Widely cracked
=============================================================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES Igj NO 0 Comments: This plot defines the outer edge of the rodeo grounds which was highly cracked mud at
the point when the survey was taken. Gate surrounding rodeo defines a boundary of the depression explicitlv.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douolas City: Sutherlin Date: iQ/.M.9Y!lQQZ
ProjecUContact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: Open Meadow
Plot location: Plot is just north.or uoland. of SP25 and east of western flaooed poocorn nower sile
Recent Weather: Mean temo 66-deorees. partly cloudy. no oerciollalion 0.74" month to date percioltetion
Do normal environ. condllions eXist? Y f8l N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation 0 Soli 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: __
File # 0349
Det bY:Brlan Meierino/tSi:JsieH'0ifTi0
Plot#SP24
==:=================================================================~================================================
VEGETATION
1. ~ _
1. _
2. _
3. _
4. _
Tree Stratum
Total Plot Cover: .-.%
Saotino/Shrub Stratum
Total Plot Cover: % 50%:
50%: .-.% 20%:~
Status! Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
J200/o: ok
Status/ Raw % Cover! Ret % Cover
Herb Stratum
Total Plot Cover: .-.%50%: % 20%: % Status/ Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
1. Festuca arundinacea FAC- 60 38
2. Anthoxanthumodoratum FACU 50 32
3. Bromus silchensis FACU 30 19
4. Aorostis tenuis FAC 10 6
5.Stellarta media FACU 3 ?
6. Medicaoo polymorpha FACU 3 2
7. Juncus marginatus FACU t t
8. Festuca myuros FACU t t
9. Poa annua FAC I t
10. Bellis oerennis FACU t t
11.
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): Q%
Other Hydrophylic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YESD NO ~ Comments: __
==========================~==============================================================================~=============
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y (gJ N 0 Has hydrtc Inctusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Hortzon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.Jsiie/contrasUcotor!localion (matriX or pores!ped~)
Texture
0·8'
refusal al8'
7.5YR 4!4 pinheads none . loamy
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Eplpedon
o SUlfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (Iests positive)
o Gleyed or 101'1 chroma colors
o Redox features wilhin 10' (e.g., concentrations)
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO ~ Comments: __
o Concretions/NodUles (wlln 3";> 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Me.ets hydric soli criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
=======================================~================~=================== ================================--=========
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
(gJ Recorded Data Available (gJ Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Depth 10 Saturation: N/A
Field Data
Depth of inundation: Q:
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 Inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO ~ Comments:
Depth to free water: N1A
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
OOther: __
=============================================================================================================================
DETERMINATiON
WETLAND? YES 0 NO ~ Comments:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: jQ/M§yI2007
Projecl/Contact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: Open Meadow
Plot location: Just south of plot SP24 In lowland wet area
Recent Weather: Mean temp 66-deorees. oarllv cloudy. nooercipilalion. 0.74" month to date oercipllatlon
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y (gJ N D If No, explain:__
Has Vegetation D Soil D Hydrology D been sigriificantly disturbed?
Explain: __
File # 0349 ...--~
Del by: Brian MeieringfSusle Holmes.>
Plot#SP25
=================================================================================- ===-=---========================
VEGETATION
Statusl Raw % Cover/Rei % Cover
Tree Stratum
Total Plot Cover: % 50%: % 20%:~
Herb Stratum
Total Plot Cover. % 50%:~ 20%:~
Status/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
OBl 30 29
FACW- 25 24
FAG- 20 19
FACU 10 10
OBl 15 14
FACW 5 5
FACU t I
FACU t I
5.Glyceria occidentalls
1. Carex densa
2. Juncus tenuis
3. Festuca arundinacea
4. Anthoxanthum odoratum
6. Alooecurus pralensis
7. Medicaoo polvmomha
8. Trifolium repens9. _
10. _
11. ~ _
1. ~ _
2. ~ _
3._-------------------
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
Total Plot Cover.~ 50%:% 20%: %
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
·3. _
4. _
5. _
Percent of Dominant Species thatare OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): 100%
OtherHydrophylic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments: __
=============================================================================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty c1av loam Drainage Class: ooorly drained
On Hydric Soils list? Y (gJ N D Has hydric inclusions? Y D N D
Depth Range
of Horizon
MatriX
Color
Redox Concentretions' Redox Deplellons'
• abund.lsizeJcontrasl/colorllocation (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
10-12" 10YR 2/1 None None Silly Clay Loam
12-16" 10YR 3/2 Low (5-10%) 10YR5/8 Concretions in Matrix None Silly Clay Loam
Hydric Soil.lndicators:
D Hlstosol
D Histic Epipedon
D Sulfidic Odor
D Reducing Condilions (tests positive)
(gJ Gleyed or low chroma colors
D Redox features within 10" (e.g., concentrations)
D Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; :> 2mm)
D High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
D Organic streaking (in Sandy Solis)
D Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
D Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
D Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (pcmded or noDded for long duration)
D Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicalor): _
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO 0 Comments: __
==============================================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
(gJ Recorded Data Available (gJAerial Photos D Stream gauge DOther D No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 Dr more reqUired):
D OXidized Root Channels (upper 12")
D Water"stained Leaves
D local Soil Survey Data
D FAC-Neutral Test
DOlher. __o
Field Data
Depth of inundation: g:
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
D Inundated
D Saturated in upper 12 Inches
D Water Marks
DDrifl Lines
DSedlment Deposits
(gJ Drainage Pallerns
Depth to Saturation: N/A Depth to free water. NlA
Criteria Met? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments: Drainaoe pallerns visible from surface
==================================================================================================================--==========
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-FulllVlethod
County: Douolas City: Sutherlin Date: .1QIMilY/2007
ProjecVContact: Sutherlin Parks/Satre Associates, P.C,
Plant Community: Ooen Meadow
Plot location: Southern edge of primarvcontlguous weiland
Recent Weather. Meanlemp 66-degrees, partly cloudy. nopercloitation, 0,74" month to date oercloitation
Do normal environ. conditions eXist? Y lBl N 0 If Nn, explain: __
Has VegetatlonlBl SoillBl Hydrology lBl been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Site Is a mud pit with recent vehicle ruts
File #0349
Det. by: Brian Meieringl Susie Holmes
Plot # SP26
===========:=====:=;:=======================================================--==================================================
VEGETATION
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
OBL 100 100
FACW-25 24
FAC. 20 19
FACU 10 10
Tree Stratum
Status/Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
1. _
2. _
'3. _
Saplino/Shrub Stratum
Status! Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover1. _
3. _
Herb Stratum
1.Glyceria occldentaiis
2. Hordeum lubatum
3. Trifolium reoens
4. Medicago polymorpha5. ~
6. --'- _
7. _
8. ~ _
9. _
11. ~ _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC.): 100%
Other HydrophyticVegetatlcin Indlcators:__ .
Criteria Met? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments: Veoelatlon disturbed bvvehicles. upland trace species only on mounds crealed by tire ruts
================================================================================--============================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser sillY clay loam Drainage Class; poorly drained
On Hydric Soils list? Y lBlN 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
._---_.,------
Depth Range
of Horizon
6-16"
Matrix
Color
10 yr 3/2
2.5 Y2.5/1
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsizeicontrasVcolor/localion (matrix or pores/peds)
10 yr7/8 C/F/Dlliving roots
10 Y2.5/1 C/F/D/pores
Texture
SCL
SCL
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histlc Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests posilive)
OGleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentrations)
Criteria Met? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments:
o ConcretionslNodules (wlin 3"; ,. ,2mm)
o High organiccontent in surtace (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic.streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Solis)
o Listed on Hydric Salls List (and soli profile matches)
o Meels hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g" NRCS field indicator): __
=======================================================----- ======-~--==-~--==-,-====================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
lBl Recorded Data Available lBl Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Dala Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
lBl OXidized Root Channels (upper 12'1
o Water-stained Leaves
o Locat Soil Survey Data
lBl FAC·Neutral Test
OOther. __
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated '
o Salurated in upper 12 Inches
o Wa.ter Marks
o Drift Lines'
o Sediment Deposils
lBl Drainage Pallerns
Depth 10 Saturation: None Deplh 10 free waler. None
Criteria Met? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments: Hydrology increased in duration due to atypical situation. (vehicle ruts)
=================================--=======================================================--=====================----============
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments: Internal depression localizes (BPJ) standing water further into the growing season. Plot
was taken to establish wetland boundary on the south side. Soils are disturbed but still maintain a hydric profile that matches soil
maps.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Fulll\flethod
Cotlnty:Douolas City: SUlherlin Date:jQ~007
Project/Contact SutherlinParks! Satre Associates, P,C,
Plant Community; Open Meadow
Plotlocatlon; Just south, or uoland, of plotSP25 outside southern boundary of weiland area
RecentWeather; Mean temp 56-degrees, partly cloudy, no oercioltalion, 0,74"month to date oercioilalion
Do normal environ, conditions exist? Y I8l N 0 If No, explain: _
Has Vegetation(gj Soil (gj HydrolOgy I8l been significantly disturbed?
Explain;filt for ralt line!non-soll
File # 0349
Det. bY:Brtan Meiering! Susie Holmes
Plot # SP27
===================================================================================================----=======--===--==============
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Status! Raw % Cover! ReI % Cover Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
68
23
4
4
2
t
t
90
30
5
5
3
t
t
FAC-
FACU
FACU
FACU
FACU
FAC+
FACU
1, Festuca arundinacea'
2, Vida letrasperma'
3, Trifolium repens
4, Anthoxanthum odoratum
5, Medicago polymoroha
6, Rumex crispus
7, Dactvlis glomerata8, _
Sapling!ShOJb Stratum
Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
1, _
2, _
3, _
1, _
2, _
3, _
4, __,-- _
. 5, __-------------------
Percent of Domtnant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-); Q%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO!RI Comments: Highly a typical veg, dueto fiil malerial sub straioht.
==========:;=:===============================================================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drain<igeClass: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y (gj N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations Redox Depletions'
• abund.lslze!contrasticolor!localion (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
fiil
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o HisticEpipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o ~edox features wilhin 10' (e,g" concentrations)
o Concretions!Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soilprofile malches)
OfV1eets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g" NRCS field indlcator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO 0 Comments: Atyoical fill, not used to make determalion,
====================================================================- -==================================~-==================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
(gj Recorded Data Available I8l Aerial Pholos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Dala Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: Q Depth to Saturation: None Depth 10 free waler; None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more reqUired);
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Tesl
OOther. __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO Comments:
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO!RI Comments: Area is filled recently along rail line fill. May need to monitor hydrology [or directlv
adjacent hydrology] to finalize determination (ifnecessary). Fill creates upland enviornment that may have recently been partiallv
wetland.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORI\Il-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: 1Q!.M.1!Y/2007
PrcijecVContact: Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: Perimeter drainage ditch. disturbed road bed
Plollocation: Just north. or uoland. of 010lSP29 outside of ditch
Recent Weather: Meantemo 66-deorees. oarily cloudy. nooercipltation. 0.74" month to date oercipllation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y!ill N0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation !ill Soil !ill Hydrology IE} been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Entire olot Is within road bed of histrolc rail line/non-soil.
File # 0349 .
Del by: Brian Melerlngl Susie Holmes
Plot# SP28'
============================================--==================================================================================
VEGETATION
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
11. -'- '-
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
36
29
14
7
7
7
t
t
50
40
20
10
10
10
t
t
FAC-
FACU
FACU
FACU
FACU
FACU
FAC
FACU
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
1. Festuca arundinacea*
2. Medlcago oolymoroha'
3. Vicia tetrasoerma*
4. Festuca myuros
5. Trifolium repens
6. Avena ct. barbata
7. Poa annua
8. Hvpochaeris radicata
9. _
Herb Stratum
Saoling/Shrub Stratum
Tree Stratum
1.~ _
2. _
3. _
4. _
5. _
1. -----
2. -'- ~ _
3. _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): Q%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: alypical weedy yeg
=============--=======================================--=======================================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silly clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y!ill NO Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
TextureDepth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
._---------------------
Redox Concentrations' RedOX Depletions'
* abund.lslze/contrasVcolOr/location (matrix or pores/peds)
Road bed fill
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Hlstosol
o Histlc Epipedon
o Sullidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10' (e.g., concenlralions)
o Concretions/Nodules (V/lin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content In surface (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Solis)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Solis)
o Listed on Hydric Solis List (and soil protlle matches)
o Meets hydric soil crlleria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duralion)
o Supplemental Indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: non-soil
==========================================================================================--===================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
Ii5l Recorded Data Available !ill Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or. more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neulral Test
OOther. __
Field Data
Depth of Inundation: __
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marlls
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Deplh to Saturation: __ Depth to free waler. __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: Fill from rail line creates obvious ordinary high water line.
=================--======================================--====================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: Fill for rail line very old, pre. 1972.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM----'Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: jQlMill!/JmQZ
Project/Contact Sutherlin Parks/ Satre Associates, P.C.
Plant Community: Perimeter drainage ditch
Plollocation:Within ditch along southem boundary. just south of SP29
Recent Weather: Mean temp 66-degrees. partly cloudy no oercipitalion. 0.74" month to date percipitation
Do normal environ. condilions eXist? Y ~ N 0 If No. explaln: __
HasVegetalion 0 Soil 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain:__
File#.M@
Del. by:Brian Meierino! Susie Holmes
Plot# SP29
===:========================================--- ---========================~===--==============
VEGETATION
FACU 3 4
FAC- t t
FAC t t
FACU t t
FAC+ t t
FACW- t t
50%: % 20%:~
Status! Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
OBL 25 37
FACW 15 22
OBL 10 15
FACU 10 15
OBL 5 7
Herb Stratum
Total Plot Cover: %
6. Anthoxanthum odoratum
7. Festuca arundinacea
B. Dipsacus fcillonum sso. sylvestris
9. Polyslichum munilum
10. Rumex crispus
11. Epilobium clliatum
1. Lemna minor'
2. Juncus patens'
3. Mentha pulegium
4. Centaurea pratensis
5. Carex deweyana
50%:~ 20%:...,j]
Status! Raw % Cover/Rei % Cover
FACU+ 20 61
FACU 5 15
FACU- 5 15
3 9
50%:...,j] 20%:~
Status! Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACW 10 1001. Fraxinus lalirolia'
2. _
3. _
1. Cratageusmonogyna'
2. Cytisus scoparius
3. RubUs armeniacus
4. Prunus sp5. ~ _
Tree Stratum
Total Plot Cover:...,j]
Saolino!Shrub Stratum
Total Plot Cover: %
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW. FAC (not FAC-): Z§.%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YESIZl NO 0 Comments: __
=======================================================================================================--=====================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: ooorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y ~ N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lslze!contrasl/color/location (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
0-7" 2.5Y 4/1 None None Silty Clay
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o HisUc Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
~ Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10" (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface0n Sandy Soils)
DOrganic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Solis)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soli crileria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES IZl NO 0 Comments:
===========================================================================================--==================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
IEl Recorded Dala Available ~ Aerial Photos o Siream gauge o Other o No Recorded Dala Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o OXidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAG-Neutral Test
DOlher: __
Field Data
Depth of inundation: l:
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
~ Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Pattems
Depth to Salurallon: NfA Depth to free water. N/A
Criteria Met? YES IZl NO 0 Comments: __
-----=========================================================================~===========================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES IZl NO 0 Comments:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Doualas City: Sutherlin Date: 1Q1M!lY/6QQZ
ProjecUCantact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates, P,C,
Plant Community: Ooen Meadow
Plot localion: Eastern side of Ash Woodland within eastern side of site
Recent Weather. Mean temp 66-degrees, partly cloudy, no percipitalian, 0,74" month to date percioitation
Do normal environ, conditions exist? Y fgj N D If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation liS! Soil liS! Hydrology liS! been significanUy disturbed?
Explain: Toe of a fill pile extends to lhis boundarv
File # 0349
Del bY:l3rian Meierinal Susie Holmes
Plot# SP30
===============================================================================
VEGETATION
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
Status! Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FACW 15 30
OBl 10 20
FACW 20 40
FAC- 5 10
o 0
Herb Stratum
11, _
1, Camassiaouamash •
2, Mentha pLilegium •
3, Juncus Pulegium •
4, Festuca arundinacea
5. Unknown Grass6, ~ _
7, _
8, __~ _
9.
Statusl Raw % Covarl Rei % Covar
FACU 40 100
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FACU+ 30 100
1, Fraxinus lamolia •2, _
3, _
1, Crataegus monogvna •2. _
3, _
4. _
5, _
Tree Stratum
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBl, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): Jl.Q%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetalion Indicators: __
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO 0 Comments: Adjacent plot in Ash Woodland moratvpical of this habitat composition,
=========================================--=======================================================================--===========
SOILS
Map Unil Name: 44A Conser silty ciaI' loam Drainage Class: poorlv drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y liS! N D Has hydric inclusions? YD ND
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lslzelcontrasUcolorllocaUon (matrix orpon3slpeds)
Texture
0_5" 2,5y 311 F/F/F/rnatrix SCl
5-16" 10yr311 5 yr 416 C/FIDlroot channels SCl
Hydric Soil Indicators:
D Histosol
D Hislic Epipedon
D Sulfidic Odor
D Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
liS! Gleyed or low chroma colors
liS! Redoxfeatures within 10- (e.g., concenlrallons)
D ConcretionslNodules (wfln3"; > 2mm)
D High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
D Organic strealling (in Sandy Soits)
D Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
D Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
D Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded orfiooded for long duration)
D Supplemental indicator (e.g" NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO 0 Comments:
- -=====================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
fgj Recorded Dala Available [gj Aerial Photos D Stream gauge D Other D No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Deplh of inundation: None Depth to Saluration: None Depth to free water. None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
D Inundated
D Saturated in upper 12 inches
D Water Marks
DDriftLines
D Sediment Deposits
liS! Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or mare required):
fgj Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12'~
D Water-stained Leaves
D local Soil Survey Data
D FAC-Neutral Test
DOther: __
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO 0 Comments:
==============================================================================--=====================--========================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES ~ NO 0 Comments: Plot taken to describe obvious fill most likely pre-1970's that extends into Ash
Woodland when paired with SP 31,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORI\II--Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: 1Q~/2007
ProjecUContact: Sutherlin ParltS/ Satre Associates P.C.
ptant Community: Disturbed uptand
ptot tocatlon: Eastem side of upland area wilhin Ash Woodland near eastern side of sile
Recent Weather. Mean temo 66-deorees, partly cloudy. no oercioilation, 0.74" month to date percioitation
Do normal environ, conditions exist? Y 181 N 0 If No, explain:__
Has Vegetation 181 Soil 181 HydrologyD beensignificanlly disturbed?
Explain: Obvious Fill
File # 0349
Del by: Brian Meierinql Susie Holmes
Plot#~
=========================================================================================================~-==================
VEGETATION
11. _
Statusl RaW % Coverl Rei % Cover
FAC· 10 10
FACU 15 15
2 2
73 73
Tree Stratum
Statusl Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
1. _
2, _
3. _
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover1. ~ _
2. _
3. _
4. _
5, _
Herb Stratum
1. Festuca arundinacea*
2. Rubus armenlacus'
3. Unknown Grass'
4. bare around5. _
6. _
7. _
8. _
Percent of Dominant Species Ihat are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): Q%
Olher Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators: __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: Characterizes entire fill slope
================================================================================================================------=======
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils Ust? Y IiSJ N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
0-8"
>8 11
Matrix
Color
2.5 YR4/3
Refusal
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund./size/contrasUcolorfiocation (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
SL
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosot
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10' .(e.g., concentrations)
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments:
o Concretlons/Nodules (wnn 3"; :> 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Solis)
o Listed an Hydric Sails List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soli criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duration)
o Supplementat Indicator (e.g., NRCS field Indicator): __
====================================================================--- ---- -- - ---=======================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
181 Recorded Data Available IiSJ Aeriat Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free waler. None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o tnundated
o Saturated In upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o DrainagePatlerns
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g]
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more reqUired):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Solt Survey Dala
o FAC-Neutral Test
Dother. __
Comments: Fill pile extends above hydrology within the site
==========================================================================--==================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: Plot taken to describe obvious fill pre-19gB that extends into Ash Woodland,
characterized by Armenian blackberry and English hawthorn. When paired with SP 30
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County; Douolas City; Sutherlin Date: 1Q1~12007
ProjecVContact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates P.C.
Plant Community: Ooen Meadow
Plot location: Within ditch along eastern boundary. just east ofSP33
Recent Weather: Mean temp 55-dearees, partly cloudy. no parcipilalion. 0.74" month to date parcipitalion
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y [81 N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation 0 Soil 0 Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: __
Flle:# 0349
Del. by:BijanMeierinol Susie Holmes
Plot:# SP32
================================================================================
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Siratum
SaplinalShrub Stralum
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FACU- 40 80
FACU 10 20
Slatusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FACW 40 80
FACU+ 10 20
11. _
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FACW 80 89
FAC 10 11
FACU 1 t
FACU 1 t
1, Juncus patens'
2. 'Aarostis tenuis
3. Galium aoarine
4. Viela sativa var. sativa5. _
6. _
7. ~ _
8. _
1. Fraxinus laurolla •
2. Crataaeus monoavna •3. ~ ~ _
1. Rubus armeniacus •
2. prunus cerasiformis 'intermediate ..
3. ~ _
4. _
5. _
Percent of Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW. FAC (not FAC-): §fi%
OtherHydrophylic Vegetatian Indicatars:__
Criteria Met? YES jg} NO 0 Commenls: Thts plot would not include most oflbe tree + shrub soecles if shaped along butlom of channel, plot domminated bv
FACand grealer sso.
================================================================================================- ~-=====-~-~_.================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silly clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils Ust? Y [81 N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
'--------
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsizeicontrasVcolorllocation (matrix or poreslpeds)
Depth Range Matrix
of Horizon Color
0-4" 10yr3/2
4..8" 2.5yr 3/1
8..20""" 10yr 411
---------------,.--
10yr 518 CIMIP
1Oyr 516 C/FID (root channels
Texture
SCL
SC
C
Hydric Soil tndicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10" (e.g., concentrations)
o ConcretionslNodules (wlin 3"; :> 2mm)
o High organic content in sUrface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meels hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO 0 Comments: Deoletions along root channels usu 10yr4/1,
==============================================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
[81 Recorded Data Available [81 Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
Primary Hydrology tndlcators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
I2l Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
[81 Drainage Pallems
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soli Survey Data
o FAG-Neutral Test
Dother: __
Criteria Met? YES jg} NO 0 Commenls:
=====================================:--=====================================================--================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YESjg} NO 0 Comments: Ditch appears to occur with road around 1960.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORl\fl.:-Full Method
Rle#0349
Del by: Brian Meiering/ Susie Holmes
Plot#SP33
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Status! Raw % Cover/ ReI %Cover Status/ Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover
67
7
4
t
t
t
t
22
90
10
5
t
t
t
t
30
FAC-
FACU
FACU
FACU
FACU
FACU
FAC+
FACU-
1. Festucaarundinacea"
2. Avena fatua
3. Anthoxanthum odoratum
4. Vlclatetrasoerma
5. Bellis perennis
6. Centaurea pratensis
7. Rumex crispus
8. Rubus armeniacus'9. _
10. _
11. _
Saollng/Shrub Stratum
Status! Raw %Cover! ReI % Cover
1._~ _
2. _
3. _
4._"-- .
5. _
1. _
2._"-- ~ _
3. _
Percent of Dominant Soecles that are OBL, FACW, FAG (not FAC-): Q%
Other HydroplWtic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO~ Comments: __
=========================================--===================================--==--============================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y 181 N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yo N 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
0-6"
Matrix
Color
10yr4!3
Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions'
* abund.lsize!conlrasVcolor!location (matrix or pores/peds)
-----
refusal@6"
. Texture
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Hlstic Eplpedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10' (e.g .. concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content In surface (In Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (In Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental. Indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO ~ Comments: Histroic road bed [see below)
===================================--========================--==================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
181 Recorded Data Available 181 Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 Inches
o Water Marks
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Pallerns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or mora required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12'~
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAG-Neutral Test
DOther: __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO ~ Gomments:
============================--================================================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO ~ Comments: Ditch appears on photos around 1960, edge of old roadbed highly disturbed with
occassional remnants of red ore from fill,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: 1Q!flI@yf2007
Project/Contact: Sutherlin Parks! Satre Associates. P.C.
PlanlCommunlty: Rioarian edge of perimeter drainaoe ditch
Plot location: Just south of waters edge along the northern edoe of theoroperty. see mao
Recent Weather: Mean temp 66-deorees partly cloudy, no percioilation, 0.74" month to date percioitation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y fgj N 0 If No, explain: __ .
Has Vegetation 0 Soil fgj Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: A typlcat soils impacted by
File#mM!
Del. by: Brian Meiering/ Susie Holmes
Plot # SP34
==--==================================================================================--===--=====--===============================
VEGETATION
Tree Stratum Herb Stratum
Status/ Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover Status! Raw % Cover! Rei % Cover1. _
2. _
3. _
Saoling/Shrub Stratum
1. Rubus armeniacus •
2. Salix cf. scouleriana •
3. Alnus rubra •
4, Cralaoeus monCJgyna
5, Toxicodendron diversitobum
Status! Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
FACU- 10 25
FAC 10 25
FAC 10 25
FACU 5 12
FACU 5 12
1. Tyohalallfolia
2. Camassialeichtlinii •
3. Festuca arundinacea •
4. Scirpus cf. aculls
5. Anthoxanthum odoratum
6. Eouisetum arvense
7. DacMis glomerata
8. Ranunculus uncinatus
9. Centaureapratensis
10. Epilobium cilia tum
11. Plantago lanceolata
OBL 60
FACW- 25
FAC- 30
OBL 10
FACU 10
FAC 10
FACU 5
FAC 5
FACU 5
FACW- t
FACU+ t
38
16
19
6
6
6
3
3
3
t
t
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-):.QZ%
Other Hydrophytlc Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO 0 Comments: Plot was not shaped practically, therefore it captured many vegetation asoects up slope,
=========================================--===================----==============================================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silly clay loam Drainage Class: ooorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y fgj N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON 0
Depth Range
of Hortzon
7"
Matrix
Color
10yr 3/1
Fill [rock]
Redox Concenlrations' Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsize/contrasl/colorllocation (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
SCL
Hydric Soli Indicators:
o Histosol
o HisticEpipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing conditions (tests positive)
fgj Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10' (e.g:, concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (w!ln 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content In surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soli profile matches)
oMeets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or nooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e,g" NRCS fieid indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO 0 Comments: Refusel @ 7" due to rock, probably associated with histroic dumoing,
===========--===========================================-~=======================================================--===========
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Dala
fgj Recorded Dala Avallable fgj Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more. required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
o Local Soli SUfl/ey Data
~ FACcNeutral Test
o Other. sulfur odor
Field Data
Depth of inundation: !l
Primary Hydrology indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
fgj Drill Lines
o Sediment Deposits
fgj Drainage Paltems
Depth to Saturalion: None Depth to free water: None
Criteria Met? YES ~ NO 0 Comments: SUlfuric odor when soil pit examed,
==============================~======~=======================================================--==============================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES ~ NO 0 Comments: Plot taken to describe well defined boundary of Sutherlin Creek, Wetland boundary will
defined by elevation gradient. Average of 9 feet emergent vegetation on each side of primary channel flow. completley within
ordinary high water. Paired with SP 35.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Full Method
County: Douglas City: Sutherlin Date: jQ!M--WZ007
Project/Contact: Sutherlin Parks! Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community: Open meadow upland of riparian area
Plot locallon: Just south. or upland. of olot SP34
Recent Weather: Mean temo 66,..degrees, partlvCloudy no oercipilallon, 0.74" month to date perc1oitation
Do normal environ, conditions exist? Y I8l N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetalion I2$] Soli I2$] Hydrology I2$] been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Histroic, 1960's dike localion dominated by gravel fill + side cast stream material,
File # 0349
Del bY:BrlanMelering! Susie Holmes
Plot#SP35
===================~========--=--=============================--============================================================
VEGETATION
Status! Raw %Cover! Rei % Cover
FACU 70 61
FAC- 20 17
FACU 10 9
FACU 5 4
FACU 5 4
FACU 5 4
FACU t t
Tree Stratum
Status! Raw %Cover! Rei % CoVer1. _
2. ~ _
3, _
Saplino!Shmb Stratum
Status! Raw % Cover! ReI % Cover1. _
2. _
3. ~ _
4. _
5. _
Percentof Dominant Species that are OBl, FACW, FAC (not FAC-): 9.%
Other Hydrophylic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: __
Herb Stratum
1, Anthoxanthum odoratum'
2. Festuca amndinacea"
3. Hypochaerisradicata
4. Centaurea pratensis
5. Bromus sitchensis
6. Daucus carota
7. Crvsanthemum leucanthemum8. _
9.
=========================================================================================--===================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser sflly clay loam Drainage Class: poorly drained
On Hydric Soils List? Y I2$] N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yON0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations Redox Depletions'
* abund.lsize!contrast/colorllocatlon (matrix or pores!peds)
Texture
._-------------_. ---------_._-----
Refusal@ surface
Hydric Soil tndicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests posilive)
o Gleyed or low chroma colors
o Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions!Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic contenttn surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soil profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e,g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: A typical road fill
==============================================================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
I2$] Recorded Data Available I2$] Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Dala
Depth of inundation: None Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marlls .
o Drift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Pallerns
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO [g]
Sacondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained leaves
o local Soil Survey Data
o FAC-Neutral Test
OOther: __
Comments: Well defined at top of dike.
=====--====================================================--==================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES 0 NO [g] Comments: Paired with SP 34 to define Sutherlin Creek. OHW is obvious below this plot.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATlqN DATA FORM-Full Method
File # 0349
Del by; Brian Meieringl Susie Holmes
Plot#SP36
Date; QljlMID!l2007County; Douglas City: Sulherlin
ProjecVContact Sutherlin Parksl Satre Associates. P.C.
Plant Community; Open Meadow
Plot location; Pleit's east of rodeo area and just west/upland of dirt road
Recent Weather. Mean temp 66-degrees partlv cloudv, no oercloitation. 0.74" month to date oercipitation
Do normal environ. conditions exist? Y 181 N 0 If No, explain: __
Has Vegetation [is) Soil 0 Hydrology 181 been significantly disturbed?
. ExplaIn: Veg. and hydrologv both imoactedby rodeo graungs. Rodeo deoression diverts some hydrolpgy off of the distrubed plot.
===============--===============================================--===========~================--==============================
VEGETATION
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
FAC- 70 56
FACW 20 16
FACU+ 8 6
NOl 7 6
FAC 5 4
UPl 5 4
FAC 5 4
FAC 5 4
NOl t t
Herb Stratum
1. Festuca arundlnacea'
2. Alopecurus oratensis'
3. Trifolium repens
4. Medicago polymorpha
5. Agrostis lenuis
6. Bromus cf. mollis
7. Hordeum jubatum
8. Lotium perenne
9. Vicia cf. disperma
10. _
11. _
Statusl Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
Slatusl Raw % Coverl ReI % Cover
Saoling/Shrub Stratum
1. ------------2. _
3. _
4. _
5. _
Tree Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. ~ _
Percent of Dominant Soecies that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-); Z§%
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators;__
Criteria Met? YES D NO 19j Comments; A typical veg. due to rodeo grounds operalion. Would more than likely be hydrophylic if there was no atypical
disturbance
===========================================================================================--=================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silty clay loam Drainage Class; J2QQIjy,
On Hydric Soils List? Y 181 N 0 Has hydric inclusions? yOND
-----------._-_._~-_.
Depth Range Matrix Redox Concentrations' Redox Depletions Texture
of Horizon Color • abund.lsize/contrastlcolorllocation (matrix or pores/peds)
---_.
0-8 2.5yr3/2 SCL
8-16 . 2.5 yr3/1 1Oyr 7/8 C/M/D/matrix SCL
Hydric Soli IndIcators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
181 Gleyed or low chroma colors
181 Redox features within 10· (e.g., concentrations)
o Collcretions/Nodules (w/in 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soli profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for long duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS fieid Indicator); __
Criteria Met? YES Ig) NoD Comments; Soils primary deteminant of wetland status.
==========================================--===================================================================================
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
181 Recorded Data Available 181 Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Field Data
Depth of inundation; None Depth to Saluratlon; None Depth to fre.e water: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators:
o Inundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
o Water Marks
OOrift Lines
o Sediment Deposits
o Drainage Patterns
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water"stained Leaves
o Local Soil Survey Data
o FAC·Neutral Test
OOther. __
Criteria Met? YES D NO ~ Comments: Hydroloov not detectable due to slight topooraohlc rise from SP 23,
=======~====~======================================--==================================================================
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES Ig) NO D Comments: Plot establishes a typical wetlands adjacent to rodeo. Paried with SP23. Hydrology will
need to be monitored if client wishes 10 provide evidence that wetlands aren't in this area.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM-Fun Method
county: Douolas City: Sutherlin Date: .Q!lIMaI!/2007
ProjecUContact: Sutherlin Parks/ Satre Associates, P.C.
Plant Community: Open Meadow
Plot location: Plot is east of rodeo area and just wesUupland of dirt road
Recent Weather. Mean temo 66-degrees partly cloudy, no oerclpitation. 0,74" month to date perclpitation
Do normal environ. condltlonsexisl? Y IiSl NOli No, explain: __
Has Vegetation IiSl Soil lID Hydrology 0 been significantly disturbed?
Explain: Area affected by vehicular access. Barren ofVegetation.
File #0349
Del by: Brian Meiering/ Susie Holmes
Plot # SP37
=================================--============================================================================================
VEGETATION
11. __~ _
Status/ Raw % Cover/ ReI % Cover
100
Herb Stratum
1. Bare ground2. ~ _
3. __,--,-- _
4. _
5. _
6. ~ _
7. ~ _
B. --'- _
9.
siatus/ Raw % Cover/ Rei % Cover
Slatus/ Raw % Coverl Rei % Cover
Sapling/Shrub Stratum
1. _
2. _
3. _
4. _
5, _
1. _
2. _
3. ~ _
Tree Siratum
Percent 01 Dominant Species that are OBL, FACW, FAC (not FAC-):~
Other Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:__
Criteria Met? YES 0 NO Igj Commenls: __
==============================================================~-====--========----==========================================
SOILS
Map Unit Name: 44A Conser silly clay loam Drainage Class: poorly
On Hydric Soils List? Y lID N 0 Has hydric inclusions? YON 0
Depth Range
of Horizon
Matrix
Color
Redox Concentrations Redox Depletions'
• abund.lsize/contrasUcolor/location (matrix or pores/peds)
Texture
O-B 10yr 3/2 7.5YR 5/B C/MID SCL
B. -16 10yr3/2 7,5YR 5/B C/F/D CL
Hydric Soil Indicators:
o Histosol
o Histic Epipedon
o Sulfidic Odor
o Reducing Conditions (tests positive)
o Gteyed or low chroma colors
IiSl Redox features within 10' (e.g., concentrations)
o Concretions/Nodules (wlin 3"; > 2mm)
o High organic content in surface (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic streaking (in Sandy Soils)
o Organic pan (in Sandy Soils)
o Listed on Hydric Soils List (and soli profile matches)
o Meets hydric soil criteria 3 or 4 (ponded or flooded for tong duration)
o Supplemental indicator (e.g., NRCS field indicator): __
Criteria Met? YESIgj NO 0 Comments: Soils disturbed within last year bul hydric soli characteristicS are evident
================================================================================================================--=============
HYDROLOGY
Recorded Data
IiSl Recorded Data Available Ii5l Aerial Photos o Stream gauge o Other o No Recorded Data Available
Secondary Hydrology Indicators (2 or more required):
o Oxidized Root Channels (upper 12")
o Water-stained Leaves
Ii5l Local Soli Survey Data
o FAC-Neulral Test
DOlher: __
Field Data
Depth of inundation: None
Primary Hydrology Indicators;
o tnundated
o Saturated in upper 12 inches
lID Water Marl\s
o Drift Lines
o Sedimenl Deposits
lID Drainage Patterns
Depth to Saturation: None Depth to free water: None
===============================================================--
Criteria Met? YES [gJ NO 0 Comments:,
=============================~==
DETERMINATION
WETLAND? YES Igj NO 0 Comments: Plot establishes atyoical disturbed conditions within Eastern field. Best professional
judgement provides evidence that wetlands are present on-site unless proven othelWise bv hydrojogy monitoring.
Ground Photo Point Locations: Sutherlin Festival Grounds
Legend
'f Photo Point 0 Study Area r Standard Plots
325 162.5 0 325 FeeltBriM !ffl'###J _@~
1 inch equals 325 feet
Appendix C: Ground Level Color Photographs
3eginFebrua~-y 6 f 2007
PP1: Looking East across Plagiobothrys hirtus protection area
PP2: Looking BE towards BP6 and palustrine forsted ash stand.
PP3: Looking E from just N of SP26
PP4: Looking E from just E of SP27
PP4: Looking W from just E of SP27
PP5: Looking E from near center of field
PP6: Looking E from just SE of SP18
PP6: Looking NE from just SE of SP18
PP7: Looking E from just NE of SP18
PP8: Looking W from just N of SP17
PP8: Looking S from just N of SP17
PP9: Looking S from just just NW of SP20
PP9: Looking ESE from just just NW of SP20 (across SP20)
PP10: Looking W from just W of SP16
PPll: Looking W from SP9
PP12: Looking W along Sutherlin creek from footbridge
End February 6, 2007
Begin 'foiarch 21, 2007
PP13 Looking W across SP1&SP2
PP14: Looking E along ditch (SP3 in foreground)
PP15: Looking E along property line just N of SP3
PP16: Loo~ing NW over SP5(blue flag)
End March/Begin May 16, 2007 Photos
PP17: Looking E along the bottom of Sutherlin creek from SP34
PP1B: Looking S over SP30(Munsel book) and SP31(Blue flag above fill)
PP19: Looking E from just S of SP25
PP20: Looking E across SP24 (left center)
PP21: LookingE across SP18 (just right of center)
PP21: Looking NE across SP19
PP22:Looking wm~ across SP13 (blue left) and SP14 (blue right)
PP23: Looking SW across SP7 from SPS
PP24: Looking SW across SP12(foreground) and SPll (background)
PP2S: Looking S across SP21
PP26: Looking E across SP32 from SP33
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2/20/20081 N N/A Y 13.0" 1 ?
2a&20OS I N NIA Y 1~0" 13.0' Y
3/4/2008 12L/ N/A Y 11" 12" Y
2/2012008 N IN/A N NONE ~A N
212612008 ...!i... N/A N NONE~
3/412008 N N/A IN NONE N/A I N
y
y
-I:.L-......i 1-----·- I I--!.-I--- 1 1 I 1 1--1--1---1 I
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12 .~ ~ .., :,ti ~ r.3.s .:;- -9 ~ c/1 ;§f,] ."'::'.j .~
-"i ::: Jl ~ ';~ !:f "-. .Q., Qj -fi /!~ 0 ;g -f2 ." .;; ~ f4 <J 0 ~ .s EQj §:::: ,t::; .0 c/1 '$ Jl $ OS ¢J. lJ
·s .l!! !$. '';:1 'f3 -§ .... 0 ~~ ;>.. f}'$ ~ fif}:J: f} & OJ 0-~ .$ 4' ~
"'"
:t; t:j >$ Qj q ~ q q q <
17 ~ l!....- ------- y -' I ~ I17 17 N a._.................__ y
-
---
17 17 N
-
-
---
y
-
- ------
18 18 N y
18 18 N -.::f- ~
-
18 18 N -----_. y .-
19 19 N -----......__._- y
-
--
---~-- 19 N _............- .._-- y -
19 19 N ------.--... y
-
- paired with H21 and previous plOI
20 20 Y 12" ..-----...--- ...--------_..-..- water within 12" Y -- 2/201200S Y ~ Y surface surface Y data
paired with H21 and previous plot
20 20 Y 16" --------------_.._-- ..-_....- water within 12" Y --- 2/26/2008 N.~ y 0" 0.5" Y data
; paired with H21 and previous plot
I 20 20 y 16" --------......-..__.....- .....------ waleI' within 12" Y -.- 3/412008 y 0" y snrlace surface y dam
21 21 Y 16" ------_...- .....-- .....-_..-_....-....---- water within 12" Y --- 2120/2008 N N/A Y 7" 12.0" Y paired wilh H2O
- I21 21 Y 16" .._--------------------- waleI' wiOlin 12" Y --- 2/26/2008 N N/A Y 6.0" 7.0" Y 'paired with H2O
----
___2_1_____ 21 Y 16" ..----------..------------ WaleI' within 12" y 1--- 3/4/2008 N N/A y ~ 10" Y paired with H2O
22 22 Y 16" ..-....-------------------- water within 12" y
---
2/20/200S N I~ Y -- 8.0" Y
22 22 Y 16" .....__....------------------....-- wnterwilhin 12" Y
---
2/2612008 N N/A Y 2.5." 5.0" y
22 22 y 16" ------------_.._.._--- ..--- wnter within 12" Y .-- 3/4/2008 N N/A Y 2.0" 5.0" Y
23 ?" Y t6" -_....----.._......_-......_.._............ wnterwithinl2" Y
---
2/2012008 N ~ Y - 12.0" Y_.J
23 23 Y 16" .._---_ ..__.._..-_....................-..- water within 12" Y .-- 2126/2008 N N/A Y~ 5.5" Y
23 23 y 16" -_...._..--------....-...._....- .. wuter within 12" Y
--
3/4/2008 N N/A c.L~ 13" Y -_.
24 24 Y 16" ..............__..-..........-........_...........-.. wuter table within 12" Y
--
2120/2008 N N/A y 6.0" ~ Y
24 24 Y 16" ...._-........-......----------.._- Inundation Y --. 2126/2008 N N/A y 0.5" 0.5" Y
I 3" STANDING WATElZ 6,r-EAS1'-24 24 Y 16" _...-....- ...._......_....-............__..._-- Inundalion Y --- I 3/4/2008 N N/A y 7" 10" Y OF HOLE
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25 1_25 .. Y
____ 25 I~_ y
3/4/2008 I~ N/A 1...x...1 15.0" I 16.0"25 25 Y
'1,3"
16"
16"
1 __ _._ . None
water within [2"
water withhl [2"
y
y
Y
2/2012008 N N/A ...x...~._22.5" _Y_10"Fill,Checksaturatioa _
Measured from lop orhole. 10" OF
2/2612008 N N/A Y 15.0" 16.0" Y F[LL
--'MeasurecIItom top or hole. 10" olr
y FILL
,--- ._-
26 , 26 Y
27 I--R.- Y
__2_7_ I--R._ y
___ 26 I~ within arenayN/A1.5" INIAl N/A
N3/4/2008
2120/2008 I Y
Y
yinundation
water within 12"
16" 1"·-'··'·-'·"··-"·'···· hlllndalion 1Y I··' 12126/2008 Y k'O" NIr\. N/A~ Y within arcna I
[6" .....-...................... inundation y '.' 3/4/2008 Y 2.0" N/A N/A N/A Y within arena
I':':::':--'-I~--Highly disturbed/ MIXED clay
N/A~__••_ 15.5" ? contcnt
Highly disturbed/lvIIXED clay
[6" 1,·",-··,,··,,····,·-,·,--, Iwater within [2" I-Ll~ 2/26/2008 I--t!-I N/A Y __.._~_Y_~~~_--_--
I---'- [-l1ghly dlsturbedl M[XED clay
N/A Y 1.0" 3.0" Y content I16"
16"
~--_ 1..·············--·--···· INone 1 y ~12/20/20081....!:!-.
Y
27 Y
26 y
27
26
28 28 y 16" wmer within 12" Y 2/20/20081~ N/A IJ-I----=--J~I-·_Y-1 I
28 28 Y 16" watcr within 12" Y 2/26/2008 12£.1 N/A I-L~l~l--Y-f I
29 1 29_. Y
28 I 28 Y
29 I~Y
__3_0--1....22-. y
Y
Y
3.5"2126/2008 I N I NIA I YY
Y
water within 12"
water within 12"
16"
16"
16" II····..···..·················· ,.vaterwithin [2" Y --- 3/4/2008 N N/."', p.L1_7_"-.I-_I0_"-l---Y-1 I
16" .---••-••-.-•••••••••- •.-. water within 12" Y -.- 2/2012008 N NIA Y .- 10.5"
16"--..···················---- water within 12" Y ••- 2/26/2008 N N/A Y t=1 8.0" _Y-1 1
16"·········-······..·-·····-· water within 12" Y ••• 3/4/2008 N N/A Y 4" 6" YI ~- --I I
2/20/2008 N N/A Y _. 11.5" I_y.:..r-+I~~ _
-- I --
Y
y
3030
__2_9__1 29
30 30 Y 16" I········-·..•..-···c·c······· Iwatcrwithinl2" I Y 1-- 13/4/20081 N IN/A Illsurfaeel~1-L1 1
31 I~_Y 16" NOlle Y 2120/2008 1N IN/A I Y I '.. I13.0" I~ f
31 1_31_Y 16" water within 12" Y 2/26/2008 I N I NfA I Y 3.0" Y
31 1.2!.-y 16" 1--·················-····· Iwater within 12" 1 y I·'· 13/4/2008 Wi-I N/A 1Y 1surface 1_2_"-l-L, I
32 1-..1L Y 16" None Y 2/20/2008 1 N 1 N/A I Y 19.5"
32
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33 I 33 1-------·-- I 1 Y
1 .-__________________ 1__________________________ \-.------------------- 1_.2....1=--1-- 1--- 1=-1=-1=---1=---1--------INot Sampled I___ :: ~l :: ,:
-~3}-m;~~. ~=::::=---- .. I~-~- -~ - I I
----3-4---·-3-4- N . .. Y ~ ---1---1-------------
34 -3-4- N 1--------- Y ·..··=---!-----+-+---j--.I---J---J---/.""--.,-....... =:-:-:-::_::c:=r-::-
---- - Clay soils draw water upward a
,16" ---------------.--- saturation within 12" Y --- 2/20/2008 N N/A Y 8.0" 16.0" __Y_ ~reat deal I
16"35
36
36
36
35 Y
36 Y
36 IN
36 Y
I
······· ·11.watcrWithiU 12" J Y --- 3/4/2008 N N/A ~_3_'_'. 5'_;-~paired wiihH35 to detcnninecast \
,20" ---------------------- None Y --- 2120/2008 N N/A N N/A N/A I N Iwest extent ofwetland
1------------------------- 'I!------------- --~---- y - - - i=---=-- - - - 1- 1~~1;~~fJ~~35 to deteniline east I
.20"------------------------- None Y --- 3/4/2008 N N/A N N/A N/A N west extent ofwetlalld \
37 37 Y 16" 1____________________________ Iwaterwithill 12" I Y ~ 2120/20081.Ji..1 N/A ~_-_--I~I-Y-i I
37 37 Y 16" water within 12" Y 2/26/2008 I N I N/A I Y 5.5" Y
37 37 Y 16" 1------------------------- Iwaterwithilll2" ~~ 3/4/2008 \.Ji..\ N/A I..Y 4.5" 6.0" Y
_~__~!. .I_l!.. y 16" None Y 2/20/20081 N IN/A I~_-_I N/A I~\ I
38 38 Y 16" None Y 2/2612008 I N INIAl NI N/AI N/A~ I
38 38 Y 16"
---------------------------- ,None Y 3/4/2008 1.Ji..1 N/A I~ N/A I N/A -1-L1
__.::.;39;......._1-.2L y 16" --------------------------- ,None Y 2/20120081 N 1N/A I Y 16.5" ?
39 39 Y 16" None Y 2/2612008 WLI N/AWLI~ N/A I_N_1 _
39 39 Y 16" 1--------------------------- INone I-LI=---l 3/412008 1.lLj N/A 1.Ji..~1 16.5" I N I I
40 I 40 Y 16" I----__-----~----------------- IWater within 12" I Y 1=:--12/20/20081.Ji../ N/A I...LI_--_I~I_Y_I _
40 40 Y 16" waler within 12" Y 2/26/20081 N I N/A I Y 4.5" y
40 40 Y \6" water within 12" Y 3/4/2008 ~.!'LI N/A I Y I 3" I·~ y 1-\ ~~~_
Diainagel'aIicl1Is/See vegf 1:~33~NllsumeSP24, Levee fill slope.
16" I--------m-----_---------- IDatu Y -- 2/20/2008 N N/A N" -- -- 'I Samc as SP25; "Allow to ['ill Visit 2
---------- 'VlSlUll;SU({UCc"WmermuflCs;-plLlnuy
Drainage Puttems/Sce Veg be dry due lo vehicle compaction of
16" 1-------------------------- IDala Y --- 2/26/2008 N N/A N N/A N/A ? surrounding soils?98 Y
98 Y42
42
4\ 1 97 Y 8" 1-------------------------- INone* N Same SP24; levee fill slope
I 41 I 97 Y 16" 1_____________________________ None N Same SP24 \
41 [;;]N 1-.- r----------------------m -
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-§' l; '{jc~ g 1I 8 §h 18 ~ iEi .-fg 9 t# .~."_.;:: ..~ § t!!J :c-
"$ .>; .Y ~ ~ .... {:; §.~ .et, "'" ~'!:; IV't7 ~
..J: ~s (LJ 0 ~ S .8'"'5 .~~ ,$! '8 ~ e .~ SlJ F4 /1$.h $ 'S 841...
-S I:.:.....
.$ lJ [f ;g R Jj.'f:J t$ 5 f} ,r:t f} ~ ar '0~ " ~Q., .!? q q ~. ,... q ...$ "':J q :::::: Cj Q Q <:
J~ Visible surface water marks, pit mayDrainage Pattel11slSee Vag be dry due to vahiale compaction of42 98 y 16" -------_.....--..-----..----_.._-- ,Data Y --- 31412Q08 N N/A ~ '! surrounding soils'!
-
43 43 Y 7" -----..-------------------- lnulldation y -_. 2120/2008 Y 2" Y surface sur[aca y Same as SP29; singla observation 01,
--
_'!LJN [43
- - -
..
- -
- - - -
.. No need to redo (Plot at base of ditch)
44 44 Y 16" ------------------- ...------ water within 12" Y _.- 2/2612008 N N/A Y 3.0" 3.5" Y Flagged, 25' @ 180 lro111 H32
-
44 44 Y 16" -..------..----------------- watar within 12" Y
--
3/4/2008 N NiA y 3.5" 6" Y Flagged, 25' @ 180 fro111 H33
_._..-.
45 45 Y 16" -..---..--------------..--..--... None Y ... 2126/2008
..l:L NIA N 13.0" N/A N Not flaggad, 20'@ 240 [rlJ111 H32
---_.-
45 45 Y 16" --------------------------- water wiUlin 12" y
---
3/412008 N N/A y 6" 9" y Not flagged, 20' @ 240 from H33
-'.-
46 46 Y 16" --------....-_....-------_...._-- None y _.. 2/26/2008 N N/A N N/A N/A N Not flagged, 28' @ 180 from H38
Fill approxiJilatcly 10" sand/sandy
46 46 y 24" ----....._---..---_...-------- None y --- 3/4/2008 N N/A y 19" 21" N loam
47 47 Y 16" -_.........._------------------ None Y --. 2126/2008 N N/A N N/A NlA N Noll1agged, 38'@360 li'Q1n H38
----
47 47 Y 16" -------_...-------------..- None Y
---
3/4/2008 N N/A N N/A NfA N probable 12" sandy loam till
48 48 Y 16" ---_...........__....__.._--------- water wiUlin 12" Y
---
3/412008 N N/A Y 6" 8" y Not Hagged, 32' @90 [rom H39-I~
48 48 y 16" ---------_..-...................._- water within 12" Y --. 2126/2008 N NlA Y 10.5" 11.0" Y Not flagged, 32' @ 90 [rom H39
_.
49 49 Y 16" -------------------------- water within 12" Y
---
21261200S N N/A y 11.0" 120" Y Not flagged, 35' @ 144 [rom H2S
-
, 49 49 Y 16" ---_ ......----..--------..---- water within 12" Y
-
3/4/200S N N/A Y II" 12" Y Not flagged, 35' @ 144 from 1-128
I ._- Not 11agged, 65'(§ 144 from H2S,50 50 Y 16" ---..--..---------------- None y •.. 2/26/2008 N N/A N N/A N/A N due westlrom ash tree
_._------
1------.__....._.._-_._-_._- Probable fill of approximately 12"50 50 y 16" Nonc y ..- 314/2008 N N/A y 15" 16" N sandy 103m
51 51 Y 16" ----------------------- water within 12" Y _.- 2/26/2008 N N/A Y~ 15.0" Y Not flagged, 28'@ 180 fromH98.'
51 51 Y 16" ------_..__....-....__..__....----- water within 12" Y _.- 3/4/2008 n N/A y 6" 16" y
.._.
---
-ll'@36lITrol11 H10, 1Il1medlutery--
1-.··_.......__._-_.__._- norUl 0 f here it begins to slope lip52 52 Y 16" water wiUlin 12" Y _.- 2/2612008 N
.!l!A y 7.0" I~ Y and refusal
--
52 52 Y 16" ----------......_------------ water within 12" Y _.- 3f4/2008 N N/A y 4" 6" ~-._--
-S2' @ 270 from 1-120& due SOUUl of
53 53 y 16" ---------..-_....--....--..- ..-- waler within 12" Y
---
2126/2008 N N/A Y~ 12.5" Y telephonc pole_..
53 53 Y 16" ....--..-_..._--..---------- water within 12" Y _.- 3/4/2008 N NIA Y 7" 9" Y
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§ $ ~~ ~ ,.~ ~. ~l ~8
I ~.. ~ ~~- ~ o~ ~ ~
~ e s~ ~ ~~ ~ q
54 I 54 Y 16" 1-------------------------- INone Lr-I--· 12126/200S L!i..l N/A 1....L~~I-..li.-II051@270 Irom H20
55 ~y 16" I----..------------cc--- INone I-Lt--
54 54 Y 16" 1------..--------------------- Iwaterwithinl2" I Y 1--- I 3/4/2008 I N 1N/A 1....L1~112.5" I' N IBorderline saturationillsed BPJ I
'Used B1'J: 82' @ 270 from H21 &.
due south oFtelephone pole, begins
2126/200SI N I N/A I y 112.0" I n.o" I y Ito slope up weslfromhcre into I
55 I~Y 16" waler within 12" y 3/4/2008 N IN/A I Y I 6" I 8" I Y
---"-1---_.-~I I
water within 12"
None1----------------------16"
20"
20" 1---------------------- INonc I---r-.Y -- 13141:2008~ N/A~ N/A I N/A N I
. y -- 3/4/2008 N N/A Y~" 6" Y Same as S1'20
--. -- Tip of"duckbill" welland ncar
Y --- 3/4/200S N N/A Y 10" 11" I Y Soccer lield
56 L2Q._y
--::--~:
Sutherlin Festival Grounds Welland Delincalicn Report
WETS Staliuu: SlITlllmLiN 4 NE, ORS2e.t1
Start 07 Water Year
/'
'OBSERVED INCHES
ARE FROM ROSEBURG
CXUS56KMFR
051000CFGRBG
PRELIMINARY LOCAL
CLIMATOLOGICAL
DATA (WS FORM: 1'-6)
Ycur 2006 2006 2006 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007
Munth Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Allr Mav Jun Jul Auq Sell
Observc~CiIl.) 1.0·f 8.55 6.92 3.23 4.23 1.9 2.19 0.91 0.36 0.51 0.96 1.17
Avenine (in.) 2,98 6.33 6,25 5.73 5.'16 4.22 3.53 2.66 1.013 0.6'1 0.78 1.32
Normal Variation 1.60-3.G3 '1.36-7.50\ 3.86-7.57 3.73-6.88 3.?f-6.52 3.28-'1.88 2.5-1.18 1.70-3.20 0.83-1.7'1 0.19-0.76 0.0·1-0.8,1 0,01'1-1.65
lJerccnl of Aver:! 'e 34.9% 135,1% 110.7% 56.4% 77.5% 45.0% 62.0% 34.2(1/0 25.2% 79.7% 12.3.1% 88.6%
WUler YTD AVG 34.9% 103.0% 106,1% 92..7% 89.6% 83.5% 81.3% 78.0% 76.0% >76.1% 77.0% 77.4%
Min. Variance
Max Variance
1.6
3.63
0\.36
7.54
3.86
7.57
3.73
6.8S
3.71
6.52
3.28
us
2.5
4.18
1.7
3.2
0.33
1.74
0.19
0.76
0.00\
0.84
0.'101
1.65
Below Bar 1.38 1.97 2.39 2. 1.75 0.94 1.03 0.96 0.6 0.45 0.74 0.88
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